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ls it springtime in Alaska? Nop~·-it's · January in Snoqualmie. Mountain passes are hare and skiers and :
recreational area owners alike are getting anxious for the 1981 snow season to he · • photo by Tom Foster

Poor turnout _shows

Election,nets 15 percent
by Alan Anderson
With the coming of winter
quarter registration, came another
Central tradition-the election of
the Associated Students of
Central' s Board of Directors.
The Board of Directors reports
to' John Drinkwater, the Director
of Student Activities, who
describes the boards structure as
somewhat of a city counsel, with
him the city manager. Basically,

Drinkwater sees to it the policies
made by board are carried out.
The yearly budget of the BOD
has to appropriate is in excess of
$94,000. The main allotments are to
ASC operations, which fund the
management of the ASC office,
salaries, and travel. Other money
goes to social activities, including
concerts, films, lectures and other
student related areas; and to calendars, handbooks, directories and
other publications. The ASC also

assists smaller clubs on campus
with money for their projects.
The salary of a board mem~er is
$1,000 a year, which is given a third
at a time at each the fall, winter
and spring quarters. This salary is
intended to pay: for the members
tuition and books for the year they
are serving.
The Board of Directors, formally
known as the Board of Control, has
only been in existance as we know
it today since 1975. Prior to this

time the ASC employed a presi- two members were elected winter
dent, and offic:_er form of govern- quarter, and three were elected ·
ment, where the president had the spring quarter, which left experienced members on the board
final say in all matters. ·
The only superior ranking on the at all times. This year all five were
BOD today is the chairman, who is . elected in the winter; w)'ljch
,elected by the board members ' Drinkwater says, "is much more
fair. They all come in equal and at
each month. The chairman's only
the same time."
added responsibilities are to open
This year 900 of Central's
all meetings, and to sit in on Presiestimated 6,000 students took part
dent Garrity's advisory counsef.
in the BOD election.
The election format this year is
also a first. Prior to this election,

Changes put registration ahead of schedule
by Marci Kerstin

By not allowing students to
register before their appointed
times, and by reprogramming the
computers to expedite processing~
winter quarter regist:r;-ation not only ran on time, but was running
ahead of schedule.
A few students were angered
with the new procedure, especially
those told to wait until their
scheduled time. But in general this
system seemed to work better for
everyone.
-·

Thanks to a joint effort between
day, following the freshmen and
the computer cetner and the
graduate students.
Registrar's office the computer
Bolvos explained plans are being
terminals were adjustec! to find
made to put a pre-registration
student information quicker._ - system into effect for next year.
The extra programming saved . When these plans are in operation,
almost a minute or more for each - request forms will be made
schedule processed.
available to the student prior to the
According to Lou Bovos,
end of the quarter.
Registrar, spring registration
At their own leisure, students
(March 30-31) will follow the same
may select the classes they wish to
format. The only change being that
take and return the form to be pro· seniors will register on the first
cessed. As a result, they will know

what classes they have before
leaving campus for vacation.
Another idea the Registrar's office is working on is an evaluation
sheet to be sent to each student
1'T
•
1 ~ew

three times a year. These wm
serve as progress reports to sh1:iw
the student what classe·,; they'\ '. '.
taken, current credit count and
their overall standing.

h
. b. .
rzng s ows avaz1a l 1zty

compMS Digest Nn¥s Strvice

- A ~g is_often used as a symbol
that an individual is unavailable.
• Howevtr the Jewelry Industry Council is promoting a · ring, called a
romance ring, which helps singles

show that they are available.
Rather than forming a closed circle, the two tops of the ring remain
unattached. So far, few tjn~ have
been sold.
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, ' · 'Central student

Writes of .· Antin
·by Patricia Reed
When Charles Lwanga arrived
on campus, from Uganda via
California, his reception wasn't,
ah, very warm. Last January's-14
degrees was quite a shock. •:.:
almost ran back to California tht
next day.' Charles said, laughing.

Like most students, one of his up?' so I looked up to see if
biggest worries is financial, · something was there.~
however, it's bit more diffi~ult - - - - - - - - - - - than for most students. The Ugan· 'It took me a full yea14
dan government has to authorize
his sponsors to release the money to learn the Ameri.that he needs, and there is n(

guarantee that it won't be late or·
worse.
He arrived in the U.S. ii.
'We didn't get any money for
September of 1978 to attend the seven months in California. We
U.S. International University in had to talk the school out of throwCalifornia, but found that it wasn't ing us out. Fortunately the money
teaching what he is interested in, came in.
namely, business education and ' 'Since I came here it has been
journalism.
the same problem. The government has not released any money
'I talked to a friend about finding since September. I am grateful to
a. good school for business educa- Central for such patience.'
tion,. and he said Central was the
best in the U.S.'

Bes.ides working for his Masters
in Bus_~ess Ed., Charles is an enthusiastic reporter for the Campus
Crier. 'Deep in my heart, my interest is journalism. My future
plan is to start a newspaper in my
country and have a publication
house.'

Money ,i s
a problem
He has a good start toward that
goal. His book 99 Months With Idi
Amin: What I Saw is about to be
publlShed.-According to Charles, a
bookseller in Nairobi, Kenya, has
· t he
expressed an interest m
500-page . manuscript, and has
agreed to-help liiih distribute them
for sale in Africa.

"••• I had never seen
a computer before I .
came to Central.'

can dating game . '

------------------------American customs, however,
were not all that easy to understand. 'It took me a full year to
learn the American dating game. I
discovered that if you like
somebody, you have to go to her
and tell her what it is you like
about her. There is no other way.
Back home, if you like somebody,
you write her a letter or tell a
friend of hers. When you try to do
that here, people think you are
weird.'

Charles in
Uganda

'One thing I like is that instructors usually recognize the . differences in adapting to learning
technical machines. You have
grown up with video machines,
tape recorders, and computers. I
had never seen a computer before I
came to Central. Instructors seem
to realize this and judge my work
with understanding. This is very
good.

His precise British accent covers
a large language ability. In Uganda, grades above the fourth are
taught in English, partially a relict
influence of its colonial days, but
primarily because the country has
more than 30 different tribal
languages. Charles speaks Lugan- I am sure peace will have return- ~
da and five other Ugandan ed after the election last
December. The situation is taking
languages.
a positive turn. The President ran
into trouble in 1971 and ·was depos'Sometimes there will be a large ed by Amin. The Western media
group of people, like around a conference table, and this one will be has been saying that he has turned
speaking to another in one to capitalism. If he has, he has a
language while I may be speaking chance of ruling peacefully.
His eyes sparkle as he recalls his ' to someone else in a ~f~re~t Everyone w~nts .to own personal
first reaction · to American language. You can see why it is dif- propert!, ~hich is g~aranteed by
greetings. 'SomeQne sa!d 'What's Jicult to unite my country.'
the capitalist system.
1

American style

When he returns to Ugand~,
perhaps in four years, Charles is
planning to work fo~ his s~ns~rs
for five years, teaching at a l1;111~0 r
coll~ge, a~d sell all four 1D1ll1on
copies of his book.
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cWUelects new Board of Directors
by Alan Anderson ·

This year, eleven people campaigned for the five positions
available, and a brand new slate of
students have been elected to take
office the first day of spring
quarter.
The new board members include:

dous addition to the workings o! the various issues would be a good way
CWU Board of Directors.
to get more students involved in
In her campaign she stressed her. · the election process.
Hileman was unopposed in his
interest in the Aerospace program,
and pledges to do what she can to bid for the BOD position 3.
better the conditions-of this departKATE LESKO
ment as well as others.
She also stressed her experience Position 4
in student government, which she
Lesko's successful campaign
KEITH OLSON
has gained away from Central, as
Position 1
she admits, "I am basically new to centered around two basic issues.
the school."
She wants to increase the quality of
Olson's.number one priority as a
She feels fully capable of doing both academics and social life on
member of the BOD is to make
the jobs asked of her as a member the Central campus.
himself available to the students of
of the BOD, and states quite frankAlthough she was not specific as
Central. "I am willing to work with ' ly, 'I'm sure I'll like the job.
to her ideas to increase the quality
everyone. The faculty, administraPackebush defeated J oAnn of academics, she did pinpoint two
tion and last but not least the
Brown and Peter Van Niman in her ideas for social improvement. She
students needs," he said.
quest for position number 2.
believes both the library and
In campaigning for this position,
Nicholson Pavilion should be open
Olson pushed for student represen- JAYHD.EMAN
for student use until midnight each
tation in all areas of campus life. Position 3 ··
evening.
"Central is· already an excellent
Lesko is not currently ~nrolled at
college,'' he said, and promisses to
Hilelllall: was recently appointed
CWU, but plans to return for spring
maintain the standards already set , to fill a vacancy on the ~oard of quarter, and execute her duties as
and improve upon them.
Directors, when Mike ·Green
a member of the BOD.
Although he admits having a few · resigned his position. Consequent''I believe l can be an understanideas in the back of his mind, Olson ly he is very aware of what will be
ding link 'between ~e studets and
says he has no intentions of comm- expected of him as a member of
the administratip~,:' sh'- said in a
ing onto the BO~ig change8 the board.
telephone: ~~ivi~w from Mercer
''I'm very open minded,'' he said,
In his campaign, he stressed his
Island on Mon~y.
· .
"and will listen to everybody. That . ability to get along with and
She also believes the high goals
doesn't mean I'll do everything understand the people he works
s~e sets for.herself and for others
they ask for, but I promise to listen with and for.
will be an asset to her work as a
·
One issue he feels strongly about
to their demands."
member of the board.
Olson defeated Karen Winters is more public exposure of the ·
Lesko · defeat~ her o~~nent
and Scott Londino in the race for board members and ASC operaRuby Stadel to gam her position on
tions. "Lots of decisions are made
position 1.
the BOD.
that effect the students, and they PHIL PATTERSON
TERI PACKEBUSH
need to know about them," he said. Position 5
Position 2
He also believes that the BOD
Packebush believes her dealings elections should be better organiz- . Experie~ce as the concert. and
and contacts within the higher ed. He thinks a forum for the can- film coordinator for the As~ociated
education system will be a treme~ didates to pres~nt _their s~~ ov _ St~de~ts 9! _Ge~t.rJ:l! _~y_.g!,_v_e_Pat= ...."
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He seem8 especially concerned
terson a slight edge over the others
when the newly elected officers about making the administration
and state government aware of
take their positions-in April.
Patterson campaigned on his ex- what students feel about the pro·
perience-, which is not only limited posed tuition hike.
"I understand the needs and
to ASC operations, but comes also
from a management position at wants of the students," he stated,
"and I know the ways to get those
KCAT, the campus radio station.
"Major changes are a near im- things done."
Patterson defeated Dee Ann
possibility," Patterson claims, but
states he is more than willing to Shimondle in getting elected to the
help people who wish to attempt BOD, position 5.
such a change.

Normandy Park
of college status
Normandy Park Elementary
headquarters for CWU's regional
School classrooms, closed last service area.
. June because of low enrollment,
Central currently offers upperwill ''graduate". to college status division college classes in the
this month.
Puget Sound area, with extended
According to Dr. William Ben- degree programs in business adson, bead of Central Washington . ministration, . early childhood
University's extensive Off-Campus education, law and justice, leisure
Program which has leased the services,. occupati.onal educ~tion
building, the Normandy Park __ and special education.
- school will be CWU's west-side
Administrative directors for
regional center.
CWU's campus based professional
The building, at 801SW174th in education program in school ad:.
Normandy Park near Sea-Tac Air- ministration, teacher supervision
port, is in the Highline Community and fifth .year certification will
College district, · and will be the also have offices at the Normandy
principal classroom site for cwu Park facilities, Benson said.
off-campus courses offered in that
CWU also has off-campus leamarea.
ing centers in Yakima and the TriThe facility, sited on five acres Cities, with extended degree
and containing nine classrooms, a centers on the campuses of
gymnasium, cafeteria and office Yakima Valley College and Coh1m.-space.,.. .will .be-·the administrative bia .BasPti College. . . 1 • .~
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.· ·.:·toUI"Se. .TOhin Retires
Louise Tobin is going to take
time to learn how to fish.
After a 17-year career in clothing
; sales, design and retail management, plus 24 years in the study
and teaching of home economics,
Tobin retired last m9nth from Central Washington University.
"I share a boat and a family
vacation home near Astoria,
(Oregon)," she said, "and I've
always wanted ~ to fish, but never
had the time to'fearn how.''
Learning how to handle a spinning rod will be quite a switch from
managing a full-time teaching
load, but developing new skills is
something Tobin is accustomed to
doing.
She is a master at ·"shifting
gears," even on campus. Tobin has
taught four widely divergent subjects in CWU's Home Economics,
Family and· Consumer Studies
Department. She routinely taught
classes in housing, interior design,
weaving and creativity.
It's a scramble, literally, to keep
up with . the clifferent, rapidlychanging fields, she said. She has
constantly had to keep updating
not only .her ideas but also her
facts, as the availability of
materials, an inflationary changing economy, styles and other factors keep changing the rules of the
game.
"For many of us, our lives have
become so standardized that pe~
ple are intimidated about striking
out and doing anything without a
prescription or a recipe for the
students to recognize what co~ortask.
People need to be less rigid in mity really is, she explamed.
thinking for themselves, to ''Once they get over doing
recognize the limitless possibilities everything they're supposed to do,
for their actions, she said. "What's it frees students for the rest of their
important is that we become lives. It's literally like taking off a
ourselves," Tobin said.
mask for some of them.'' she
Sometimes it takes a while for reflected.

Tobin initiated Central's home
· management program, selecting
: and living in one of two home
'management houses. In those
·: days, she noted, only Central
; women were majoring in home
~management-but all that has
• ' • changed.
. Although the live-in home
: management houses were phased
: out of Central's program-as they
have been at most U.S.
, , wliversities-Tobin feels they were
· an excellent teaching tool.
"Students really had to do
something about nutrition in their
daily meal planning, and there
were always babies or small
children in the house, giving all
residents insight into what parenting involved,'' she said.
As a teacher, Tobin's favorite
topic is weaving, and she insists
it's contagious. "I've never had
anybody who took the course who
didn't want to buy a loom,'' she
said.
Tobin sustained a concussion in
an auto wreck in September, and
decided afterwards to retire from
the university. Her plans for the
next year include visiting friends,
wea\ lng, enrolling in several CWU
classes, studying German and .
Swedish, honing her woodworking
. skills, gardening-and learning to
fish.
"As a professor, I've been open
and fair with my students-I also
' expect a lot of them," Tobin said.
It's apparent that she's planned a
· · full agenda for herself, too, as she
· To.bin came to Central in 1959, 1 l~ves the world of ~t~dents for ·
leavmg two years later to pursue pnvate years of creativity.
graduate studies at the University
1
I of Minnesota. She returned in 1963
I as chairman of the CWU Home
· ~conomics, Family and Consumer ·
Studies Department, a post she
I held for the next four years.
,.,

Louise Tobin

· Production
Grants
Available
The Washington Library Media
Association will award grants to
assist students enrolled in
Washington colleges and universities in the completion of 16mm
film, multi-image, and videotape
:productions. While grants are
·quite modest in amount, every ef:fort will be made to minimize the
:paper work and red tape necessary.
'to apply for and receive a grant. (
'Productions supported by this!
,grant program will be considered
:for showing at the annual con:ference of the Washington Library
·Media Association.
To be eligible, a student must be
·E.!nrolled in a Washington com·munity college, college, or univer.sity film, television, or media pr~
duction course or program during
the calender year of the due date.
The money must be used for helping to defray the expenses of a
specific named production. This
:should not be the first production
:attempted by the producer. Grants
are limited to 16mm, multi image,
and videotape productions. Any in.dividual student can apply for only
:one grant each year.
· To apply, complete the applica~tion form. Request one or more
film, video, or media production
faculty to write a letter attesting to
your status as a student, to the
value of the project, and comments
'about your ability to complete the
project.
' Applications must be received
·by Feb. 1 to be eligible for this
year's grant program. Applicants
!will be notified of results by March
!1.
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To help students avoid delays in allowed from that date before an ·
. ·1;heir Veterans Administration education check can be expectyed,
education payments, VA has some ' according to VA.
?Ointers for them.
·because underneath all the ·
• If an advance payment check is
spaceage spy paraphernalia, Bond
600,000
VA
checks
worth
Some
expected,
make sure the required
was the archetypal man who
singlehandedly walked into the more than $200 million are mailed written request ·was signed. The
house of Death, confronting him each month to veteran-students specific request for the advance
and to eligible dependents, and the money should have been submitted
and winning," he said.
agency wants to do everything to VA at least a month before the
beginning of the semester.
That funny box, the television, is •possible to avoid delays.
a fixture in most homes, in which
For the students' part, VA sugFor further information on possipeople look at fwmy or terrible
gests:
ble
education payment delays con'things from the mythical world.
: • When you believe the initial tact the nearest VA regional office.
Our society's Christmas season, payment for the school term has Toll-free numbers are listed in the
·on the other hand, contains many been delayed, first check with the . white pages of the telephone book
-'elements of myth, because it re- ~ school to find out the date the I under ''U.S. G9vernment."
quires exhaustive preperations by · enrollment certificate was sent to
individuals and whole com- · VA. At least four weeks should be
;munities, he said.

The Vanishing Myths
Movies and television are among ' costumes and feasting by the
the last remaining vestiges of whole community.
myth in American society, accorGeodecke contrasted the life of
·ciing to Central's philosophy Prof.
early native Americans with that
Robert Geodecke.
Jf modern society.
Myths re-enact humanity's basic
encounters with terror and death,
Geodecke said. They attempt to do
away with the seperation of the
natural world and human culture,
by understanding the relationships
between them, getting back to the
time when people could communicate with animals.
In a philosophy colloquium last
night, Geodecke explained that
much of modem philosophy is concerned with minute, exact analysis
of a single subject, while rejecting
larger questions about nature and
human culture, he said.

Because food was plentiful for
the Northwest coastal tribes, life
was easy, and they spent a major
portion of their time in ceremony,
enacting myth cycles that often
'.took weeks or months to complete.
On the other hand, todays major
occupation is economic activity,
. and there is little myth left in
modern life, he said.

·Buttons Jewelers

; The closest approximation to
Geodecke, who earned a Ph.D. at
is the U.S. movie theatre, the University of Chicago, joined ;
1Geodecke suggested, where people
the C:WU f~culty in 1970. He is i
enter a darkened building to see vi- . spending this academic year on
\ sions of fantastic proportions ·on ·;"!"tofessional leave from CWU, do·the screen.
_ . im~ _!'esea~ch on the phil~ophy of
·structuralism which, like myths,
"The James Bond films of the seeks to define the relationship betMyths, on the other hand, are not
_1960's and 70's ~ere classic ex- ween people, nature and the
skeptical. They express wonder i amples of movies as myths, universe.
· and acceptance of things as they
are, Geodecke said.
,----------------------------.......,
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$8.8 billion;·
Up in space .·
IN MARCH OF THIS YEAR, the United States will launch the "Columbia", an ultra-sophisticated space shuttle.
Designed to be used again and again, the craft will carry a payload of
up to 65,000 pounds of cargo. It will transport aloft such things as
satellites, future space stations and perhaps even people for trips to the
moon and beyond.
The 2. 7 million pound vessel will be flown by two astronauts (chosen
from over 11,000 applicants) who have trained for thousands of hours.
The soon-to-be-launched shuttle has been called "the first major step in
1.he industrialization of space". Built at a cost of 8.8 billion dollars, it has
<'.~';O be~n called a lot of other things.
l 'ontructed to blast off, orbit around awhile then somehow glide back to
e;.Jr' h without being destroyed by the intense heat of re-entry, the proposed snuttle has only one slight problem.
No one is sure whether the thing will fly, since it has never been tested.
No test flights at all. It is strictly a one-shot deal. The two"lucky" fellows
in the cockpit have to get it right the firsttime or it is 8.8 billion dollars
worth of 80-to·n glider down the drain.
A former top NASA scientist, quoted in TIME magazine, says the
chance for a complete success is a "sporting proposition".
Boy, now that's reassuring.
How many people do you think we could feed, clothe or give medical attention to (or educate) for '8.8 billion dollars?

: ~ l'D BETTER
\ PLA~ rr SAFE ANO

, Jusr ~E rr wrTM
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AND SPEA,KING OF MONEY. The Council for Postsecondary Education has recommended a tuition increase of about $50 a quarter starting
next fall. Which I think is still pretty cheap. It has also been pointed out
that four-year Universities in this state will see their share of general
state funds i:educed by the legislature. Again.
Schools like Central. will receive only abouno percent of the money
while public schools will be able to get their hands on 46 percent of the
bucks.
.
I guess the logic there is that if nearly half the money can't teach kids to
read and -write, then ten cents out of the dollar will certainly prepare us
for our careers in a highly-competitive job market.
Like the song says, " ... one thin dime won't even shine your shoes."

mered
by Cindy Phipps

For years I've been told the best
way to cure a fear is to face it.
Sure, everyone has something they
are afraid o(, but I have i~e kind of
phobia, that if you indulge it, could
either cause;you to run screaming
SO Y?U !2QN'T ~ ,~~Pl['J:EJ::IB? A band of J3-year-olds from a into the night or find a bar where
posh private school m Manhattan, New York put their displeasure for the Happy Houri doesn't end until the
electronic marvel into action
. bartender p~sses out. You see, I
Seems ; that the group so~ehow figured out th~~ code ~(all th~ ·com- would rather eat duck bills than
plicated letters and numbers) for one of the E~t's 'biggest computer speak in front of large groups of
centers and tapped into the main control unit. The clever little lads,then.. people. You 1know the old. or.~l
procee~ed to e~ase almost one million bits of information - nearly one- · report routin~.
fourth of the things memory. It took the Royal Canadian Mounted Police
For ,the record, I'm not exactly
and the FBI to crack the mystery. Apparently the culprits were using the shy-retiring type. I've never
such sophisticated equipment as a telephone and a Radio Shack home managed the delicate blush, but
computer terminal.
·
when I becorhe nervous somethin~
The Mounties always get their man, er, bo~.
Jeckyl and Hydish
happens.
.
.

It starts with the splotches.
:.. ~d splotches appear on my
neck and work their way up to my
face so that I appear to be suffering from some mysterious ailment. ·
Then when I realize this is happening, (I'm probably around the second paragraph) my body
temperature ' suddenly goes up
another 96.3 degrees and the splotches are replaced by a glowing effect. ~Fire Engine Red glowing effect.
.
After the glowing, comes the
Stumbling-Stuttering-Foot in
mouth-Heart in Throat Syndrome
because I am embarassed and
everyone knows I'm embarassed
and I ·,become more embarassed
- jµst knowing that they know. Once
.._.. ~; I tried chewing gum to relieve the
tension. It was working fine until I
swallowed it in the middle of a
financial aid checks c·a n't be pick- sentence and .·made a sound
ed up until four days after registra- . s,omething like a lawn mower startion. It's great they waive your tui- : ting up. I never 1tried- this one
..·
tion, but what _about books, rent, : again.

Frosh coTne--first serve
more than anyone are left enrolling iii basketweaving 101.
Another frustrating moment is
Registration· seems to bring out p~anning my schedule only to have
the wor~t ·in me, . 'perhaps it's profs chang~ the time, day, or locabecause ~ unpleasant memories. tion of the class.
.
I've had profs change daily
come floOding back.
It usually starts with the ,day I I classes to twice weekly (and twice
get my registration card informing as long) just to satisfy their
me of the day and precise time to schedules. One quarter a prof
register.
decided be .didn't like the.location
Being a sepior, one would of our classroom so we switched to
assume I register on the first day, four different buildings and ended
up in the same room we started in!
guess again;
But I figure next quarter when
The ultimate case though h~d to
all I register for is contracted field be <luring summer quarter when
experience I'll be at the head of the the math class I had went through
line, on the first day of course.
· three different instructors, and i
I think it's real nice to pamper they wondered why our class had
the freshmen during reg!s!'!i~!9n of _trouble~ ~asping the concepts:··
their first quarter away from home
I realize some changes can t be
but enough ~s enough.
helped but profs should give
The logic is that registration is a students the courtesy of sticking to
"traumatic" experience for the schedule as much as possible.
· freshman, but how long does it After all it takes us time to plan our
take to get over the shock? Cer- schedules and believe it or not we
. tainly not three quarters...
have good reasons too.
Another kink in the frosh-comeI have to admit though the actual
first-serve strategy is up- regi_str~tion proc~ isn't as bad as
perclassmen lose out on important the 1uruor college I attended. There
classes. Ever though they're not . the Registrar's office exsupposed to register for upper- perimented with a new procedure
division classes the freshmen do every quarter and as far as I know
(some don't know the meaning of · they're still trying.
breath requirements-!) and juniors
One other complaint I have is
-

by Sheila~ Countrym~
•
,. if.
...

,

. . .,

-\.

the report (with a wimper) I was
so traumati~ed I still wake up in a
cold sweat. ·

Th~.,c.

and food?
Someone once told me to just imAnd if you're real lucky like me,
a:gine
the audience sitting in'· their~
then they mess it up and you have
to wait an extra week for your underwear. What a great idea! But
alas, in my nervous confusion I
money!
This is life you might say !but I , suddenly got a mental image of
say I'm glad I'm a senior, because .. myself in the underwear and the
I don't think I could take much audience was clothed up to' their
more of this and chuckle all you n'ecks and wearing these
want freshmen your number's suspici.ously expectant smiles.
When I finally managed to finish
coming up ...

One must .face their fears and
since my fear centers around my
face, there is no getting out of it.
This quarter I have classes
where I must lead 2 discussions
and role play. The class discussions will be difficult, but I believe
1 congratu.lationsl will be in order
as long as I get through them
without everyone thinking I was
doing a Jerry·Lewis routine. Think
positive.
.,

'. · Unfortunately, these attacks are
not confined to reports. Yesterday
I decided to go to my psych class
I for the first time and didn't know
· that it had been moved. I walked
into a fairly filled room and found
I out that Mind Altering Substances
was being held there instead. I
thought it had probably been moved next door, so without thinking I
walked into the next door, sat down
and heard snickers from behfud
and "again! " It was the -same
class. As I left, red as an Arkie,
somebody in the back yelled "had
any mind altering substances lately?"
1

Ten thousand comedians out of
work and he had to be funny.

Police pf.aised
Dear Editor,
I am writing this letter on behalf
of the Campus Police. I think they
deserve some credit. They re here
to do a job. In performing their
duties, they may "bust" individuals, but they are doing what
they believe is best for the .campus
community as a whole.
Individuals have related bad experiences to the Crier quite oftt:n. I

would like to !'elate a good experience. Iwas in a jam and with
the help of officers Larry Allen and
Tom Russell I got out of it.
The Tunstall Commons Dinning
Hall lent me some materials for a
department social hour. They don't
usually lend materials out except
to halls. They lent me these
materials with the stipulation that
they be returned by the next momi n g.
Well, I forgot the materials and

t when I went back to get them the

!' building was locked. After several
, attempts af getting the custodians
! attention so he could let me in, I
finally went to the campus police. I
doubted they'd let me in without a
in at all. But, I
hassle if they let
explained my problem and they let
me in without any trouble. They
were very understanding and nice
about the whole situation.

me

,
I

Coleen R. Billinger
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'., CWU paramedics

.S.tudents complete training
i

Four Tri-Cities residents have
1completed a year's paramedic
1training, and an additional 16 are
islated to graduate within the next
·/few months from Central's first
.off-campus paramedic training
lprogram, funded by the Emergen1cy Medical System of the TriC it i es.
Tim Reidt, of uie Kennewick
Fire Department; Arleta .Bartlett,
Mid-Columbia Ambulance Service; Althea Heaton, Benton City
Ambulance Service; and Don
McGilton, Tri-Cities, have com. pleted the CWU program, accor: ding to Dorothy Purser, faculty
· program
coordinator.
She attributed the success of the
first-time local program to Dr. J.

Oonald Ructe, supervising physiciari of the CWU Tri-Cities
paramedic program, and to the
· Kennewick and Richland fire
departments for their excellent
1 cooperation in providing release
· ' time
for
participants.

fessors Purser and John Gregor.
Central has provided certified
paramedic training on the
Ellensburg campus the past eight
years .
Paramedics, legally described in
W3shington state as "mobile inten' sive care unit paramedics," ar~
trained to render medical care tf>
persons in emergency situations
and en route to a hostpital.

Students in the program log 80
hours of supervised ambulance
time, more than 400 hours of
classroom work and 168 hours of
supervised hospital time at
The training· ranges from
Kadlec, Kennewick General and
life-saving
Our Lady of Lourdes, Purser sophisticated
noted.
procedures-like intervenous injections, intubations and obstetric
. Classroom instruction is provid- deliveries-to cutting a car apart to
, ed by Ruth BeBee, Tri-Cities free highway accident victims, she
. ~egistered nurse, and CWU pro- I n o t e d .

CWU offers suininer studies in France
CWU is_offering a summer pro- ' The University of Angers is
may do so when the program ends.
Several excursions to nearby
gram that will allow students,
located about two hours north of points of interest are to be included
regardless of major concentration,
to study abroad in France for a Paris in the providence of Anjour. on the program. Students parClasses will be given nearby in the ticipating last year visited, among
month while recieving college
medieval part of the city in the other places, wine cellars,
credit.
facilities of the Angers Summer In- monastaries, castles and the Ian1
Dr. Ilda-Marie Easterling, CWU stitute for Modem Languages. All ding site of the Battle of Nonnan.
~
1 French
Professor, will act as students recieving French classes, dy. The later was described as a
' director of the program. Along except those on independent very moving experience for two
with two professors from the studies, will be taught by French students whose fathers had fought
University of Angers, Dr. Easter!- Professors from the University of there.
students and community what tc ing developed the program which Angers. Students will be lodged in
The success of last year's trip
do in case of accidents, rapes, and was instituted· two years ago. the
University's modern : has generated another program in
burglaries. Teeples and his forcE . The program will run from mid- '. residences, a short half-mile walk : which Central hopes to host French
are striving with the help of tht June to mid-July and is opened to I from classes.
students late next summer.
students to have "an effective anc any student regardless of
For more information and an apefficent well-functioned policE , academic major or knowledge of , Participants wishing to stay in plication contact the French
depa~ent."
l French.
! France or travel the rest of E~ope !>epartment in the ~-Building.
j ..------------~----------------------------------.
•

Central gets new
•police chief
.

Central's new police chief Al
Teeples really means it when he
says, "his department is here for
the students."
Teeples, 41, a former Spokane
. police lieutenant, served in the,
Narcotics Division until 1973, when;
he res~gned from the force to start
in business for himself in Nov.
1974. Since then he has returned to 1·
law enforcement and has been wiUJ j
Central for the past six months.
I
Teeples feels that the campus j
·police should start over from point 1
one. He wants to make some !
changes just like any new official l
who takes over a department. :
Teeples wants bis office ran with ·
an open door style policy, where .
the community here at Central can :
· feel comfortable to "just walk in ·
and talk."
"Assistance oriented towards :
the community," · where the of- !
ficers are visible, out talking to the t
students and faculty, and getting to I
know the people they work for, is !
· how Teeples wants his force to be Ii
ran.
There are also plans being made 1
for workshops and talks involving I
the residence halls, tnfonriing the r

EAT, DPJHK,
& .

BE FPJEHDL~

If you are. a Central
off-campus student, faculty
or staff person, you can
benefit
from
carefully
reading
·th.is
message.
-Central's
Food Services
department
offers
you
special Off-Campus Meal
Plans - your key to finding
a convenient way to enjoy a
· delicious, nutritious ,meal.at
a price that you can afford.
And perhaps the best
part is, you can take
advantage of one of these
twelve
different
plans
starting today! You don't
have to sign up at · the
beginning of · the quarter.
With twelve different meal
plans to choose from, we're

certain that we can offer
you a - meal plan that wi II
fit right into your daily
schedule.
,
You have enough to deal.
with in your I ife without
adding the extra hassle of
shopping,
cooking,
and
cleaning up - join us and
you could find yourself
, looking forward to your
next meal.
You can eat breakfast,

I

: Professional planning
~ for .'f oreign &
,- domestic travel at
!
addi-tiona1

'·no

:to you~

cost ..

:434 North Sprague·:

Eliensbu-rg·
t Phone- 925-696 f!

THE
OFF-CAMPUS
MEAL PLANS

lunch or dinner with
old friends or friends you
haven't even met _yet.
Undoubtedly we serve a
variety of people that you
would like tQ know, and
who would like to know
you.
Check out The Of~
Campus M.eal. Plans at the
Food Services office in
Holmes ·oin ing Hall during
regular business hours. We'll
be happy to C!nsvyer any
questions regarding price,
ti~es, menus, etc. Do yourself a favor - put those
days of dishpan hands and
grocery hassles behind you
and rediscover how much
fun eating can be - with us.

r:tlFood Services
.•

•• l • • •
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GO AHEAD-TAKE IT
the factory
ed!
. AN ERROR IN PACKAGING CAUSED THESE SETS TO CONTAIN A ROUND 8 INCH, CAKE PAN
INSTEAD OF A SQUARE ONE AS INDICATED ON THE BROCHURE. OUR RETAIL OlITLETS WILL
NOT ACCEPT THESE SETS DUE TO THIS ERROR. -wE ARE FORCED TO LIQUIDATE OUR SUPPLY .
SO, GO AHEAD TAKE IT.: A

$149.50
.

,,...

.

SETFOR

2 YEAR GUARANTEE

·~

$25
GUARANTEED
MICROWAVE SAFE!

''

The Big .W hite Truck will be located at "Big ionn's .Burgers -··

On the :corner of 8th St. and Terith . . Sf. Just past the railroad over pass,
near the 7-11 Food Store. In Ellensburg One Day Only: Friday, Jan. 16, 1981
BetweeL the hours of l 7:30 anas:3o pin.

All merchandise will be sold on a first .come first serve basis.
;;. .
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The Central. washington ·universi- '
ty. Alumni AssQciation· announces
that it is seeking nominees for its Distinguished Alumnus and
Distinguished Teaching Awards
for 1981. The selection.will be made
at the March 7 Alumni Association
. Board Meeting.
The quality of the award has
. been greatly enhanced by the
quality of ·the nominees and the
persons actually selected to
receive this high tribute. For 1980,
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Dan McCracken was selected as . Music Professor Lynn Dupin was and Mr. McCrackewn at com-·menf'of you, the alumni. Nominat4e Distinguished Alumnus. Mr. the 1980 recipient of the mencement. The Alumni Associa-1 tion forms will be mailed when reMcCracken has received world ac- Distinguished Teaching Award. tion hosted a dinner in their honor q u e s t e d .
claim for his books on computer Professor Dupin has had a long on commencement night. The Remember--nominations
application and as a consultant in successful career as a performer · President, the commencement deadline, March 1, 1981. Office ·of
this area of specialization. His in addition to being an outstanding · speaker and other dignitaries at• Al~ Affairs, CWU, Ellensburg,
1WA\\
98926.
regard for Central runs deep and teacher. The quality of her tended.
One major requirement is that
Professors, fellow alumni, teaching skills was the major facmust be
able to attend I
friends, and family are encourag- tor in her selection for this award. the recipient
presentations.
. •
•
ed to nominate alumni who have
Both of these people were the
The success, quality, prestige, .
shown themselves to be truly ex- honored at special awads
ceptional representative~ of this ceremonies last spring: Professor dignity, and continuance of these
ins t it ut ion .
Dupin at the l!onors Convocation awards_ depends on the involve-'
1

•

1

t

p Ie
• ' t h rowers
-- -- VICtilllize
students

I

-Mich-iglin~State JigliJs-1:0-keep

ivY

'.~~~~:s:!~~r:x:fil~

from her appointed lecture.
And for courage under blueber1
': EAST LANSING, Mich. (CH) JTh~ ficials are trimming the ivy from I new students, says organizer Bob band and see a musical tradition ries, the Michigan State University
the walls of five campus builcUngs. : Addelman. The group plans to suffering as well as a physical one- professor earned a spontaneous
hallowed, ivy-covered walls of
This sacrifice of tradition for start a petition drive to get a stu- . t.Qe school song, MSU Shadows, ovati?n fr~m her students.
Michigan State University are beSte~dl~ is only one of more than
economics
angers some- · MSU dent referendum on the ivy during . contains a reference to the "ivying threatened by financial cut25 victims of The Chefs, an
-students.
About
30 of them turned -the next registration period to set covered
halls.''
Other
:backs.
out recently for a "Save the Ivy" up voluntary 50 cent contributions · demonstrators see the ivy trimm- un~erg~ound student g~oup that
! - Actually it's not"'th~ university,
demonstration
to say they think . to the MSU Grounds Department. , ing as a symbol of hard times P~Ides itseH on .arrangmg artful
or even the walls, but the ivy itseH
the
university
is
foolishly destroyMany of these protesting are ; ahead for college -students.' "It's displays of frwt, custard :-nd
,that's facing the cutbacks. To save
members of the MSU marching 1 the only way a student can see his chocolate on the faces of surpnsed
'in the bea i$1!,000 a year in upkeep, MSU of- i.=i:::i...=::.:;:..~~1...111--~"'*'"!..M.llM.lill.WI.-.::==-===--==-..;:.;;..;,_:~;;......;;.;;...;..._ _,:;:_;...,or her stake in the university being - MSU professors. Me~bers ~f !he
, rimmed " says one
Chefs go by names like N1acme,
' ,
·
Riboflavin, and Potassium Sorbate
and make their hits wearing chef's
Aliens register
hats, shirts and aprons, as well as
.•
T
inverted long johns to hide their
faces. As yet, none has been caught
11n J ~"!uary .
_
_ , . by campus authorities; although
LAVREL, Md. (CH) - When in- Course, which sponsored the com~
More than five million aliens are students seem to know how to conterstate rivals· Towson State petition and also let college being required to furnish their ad- tact the pie throwers, -who charge
dresses to the Immigration and $20 a hit.
University and the University of ' students in free to observe.
' ' Maryland squared off in bowl com.:
Neither team won any money in Naturalization Service, according Steidle's students were not all
petition recently, nobody won - in the first three races of the bowl to James B. Turnage, Jr., district overjoyed to see their professor
betting, and at the halfway point, director, Seattle District Office.
pelted with pastry. In fact, as the
,! fact, both teams lost heavily.
As one player-later pointed·out, it the Maryland team had $280 to
Under the provision of the .1952 attacker stalked his victim before
£
was a good thing the collegians Towson's $208. After both teams Immigration and Nationality Act, the class of 300, several students
0
were playing with someone else's made gains in the fourth race, every alien in the United States, called out and one shreiked "No
\
money, or the first Intercollegiate Towson closed the gap by picking with few exceptions, must report you.'creep!" The warnings cam;
Handicap Bowl might have been a up a $75 show bet and a $10 exacta his or her address -during the .tQ.o ,-.)ate,.·. as the chef pushed
Try a new experience and float
ticket, and was within $6 of the . month of January. ·
'- Sieidle's.. face into the blueberry
real bust.
the Yakima River in the middle of
·Exceptions to ttie ·law are per- ~pie: · ~e history professor left the
As it was, the UM team lost $140 Terps going into the final race.
Winter!
betting on six races, while the
Flushed with success, the sons with diplomatic status and room bteifly to clean her face but
The Recreation Department at
Towson team lost $493, making it Towson team wagered all but $7 of those admitted temporarily as returned to resume the lectur~~ As
Central Washington University is
sponsoring a winter river float - the biggest loser of the day. Each its bankroll on the final race, losing agricultural laborers. Alien ad- she finished~ the students broke inteam started the competition with it all, while the conservative dress report forms are available at to applause that continued even
January 17. The hardy fun-seekers
$500,
courtesy of the taurel Race Maryland crowd was betting only ~ny United States Post Office dur- after Steidle left' the room.
will meet in the Hertz Auditorium · ·
$40 of its buncUe. ---- - -- ·ing the month of ~:8nuacy.
·
parking lot on campus at 10 a.m.
Saturday and will return that
afternoon at 4 p.m.~
Pre-registration is required in
the SUB Games Room. Cost for the
float is $4.50 with transportation
provided. .Those interested are
urged to dress warm.
,
For further information contact
Jennifer Nelson at 963-3512. -

/Universities square off
'in Horse Bowl

CJ

,Winter river I

1

float s f 1.ered .
1

.1981

Study /Travel Abroad Program

.central
--4----washington
University

--4--

Cologne, Germany

Morelia, Mexico
I

-

\

--+----+----+-----+------+-----'----_.__santa~ Spain-1

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT

INT~RNATIONAL

'--

PROGRAMS

CWU/ BAR_
GE 308, ELLENSBURG, WA· 98926

\

963-3612~1-

·---·----;f I',
I .

---.....-----.....
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Work ability rnore
important than color

Kc,n,.T's Rik Lewis takes a break from his
radio station•.

Strike-breaking black miners,
brought into Roslyn, Washington,
in the 1890's, were treated far bet. ter by immigrant workers than
their counterparts in Springfield,
Illinois, according to sociology lee: · turer Waymon Ware.
Instead of being shot or run out
of town, like the Illinois blacks, the
Roslyn strike-breakers were urged
' to join the fledgeling unions and
unite with the white miners against
'. mine owners, Ware said in a
; sociology colloquiwn earlier this
l week.
, Based on his conversation with
' past and present Roslyn residents,
Ware has concluded that immigrants who came to the Roslyn
area mines in ,the 1890' s were not
. : acquainted with skin color as a
; basis for discrimination, and
therefore were less prejudiced
duties at the campus against black workers than their
·
children became.
photo by Seo« McQuarrie :
"The European immigrants had
· no direct experience with slavery
based on color," Ware said. "They
were more attuned to discrimination on the basis of class or
economic status; for example,

Low-cost tours available
Vacationers in 1981 will be looking for bargains in travel as well as
new and unique adventures in near
and far away places.
The "1981 Highroad fo Adventore,'' a new brochure available
·free from American Youth
Hostels, describes a wide V:!:'foty
of ·creative, low':'Cost organized
trips and fours through Europe,
North America, and for the first
· ·ttme, Africa and China.
These organizeq trips and travel
programs. are open to vacationers
of all ages and range in length
from five to 44 days. Not only are
the trips inexpensive but they offer
adventure, not just in what the
traveler sees, but in the experience
inliving.
The opportunities are endless,
from bus trips through Aztec ruins
in the Mexican highlands and rem-

i
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20% OFF
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nants of the Mayan culture in the ' travel program also offers less exYucatan to bicycle tours of the . otic but no less enteresting and exCalifornia coastline and raft and citing trips such as the one in concanoe trips down powerful rivers junction with the Infinite Odyssey,
of the mid-Atlantic states.
a 28-day youth group bicycling and
Potassium chloride, a substance often sold in health food stores as a
Of special interest this year are
sailing program in Maine. The trip diet supplement, is potentially dangerous and overuse can be fatal.
several unique new trips, including includes a short stay on a farm in
Accidental overuse of potassiwn chloride-sometimes called potassium
: an exotic bicycle tour of China.
Maine while learning basics on salt-is known to have caused deaths of otherwise healthy individuals, and
· There will be nine, sixteen ·day · ecological camping, first aid, bike potassium chloride supplements and other products labeled as "salt
trips, co-sponsored with the repair and carpentry. Bicycle tour- substitutes" which contain potassiUJD should not be used by people with
Metropolitan New York Council of ing along the Maine coast and sail- certain medical conditions.
AYH, through southern China and ing trips on the 35-foot open sailing
Overuse of potassium chloride supplements of healthy individuals can
Hong Kong. This is an opportunity vessel, Tancook Whaler add to the cause hyperkalemia (excessively high levels of potassium in the blood), a
to see a part of the world that has adventure.
· -· ·
potentially fatal condition.
only in recent years been open to
For the cycling enthusiast who
At present, potassium chloride supplements and salt substitutes are not
the west.
would iike to tour Europe there are · required to carry warning labels about potential health hazards.
AYH is also offering a "Kenya 11 trips listed in "Highroad to However, FDA soon will propose that all such products be required to
Safari,'' a three-week 4-wheel Adventure" including- a 22-day carry a warning that they should be used only under medical supervision.
drive trek through the high plains adult tour through the English
of Kenya where wildlife abounds countryside and a 44-day adult trip
· and African culture is still exciting across central Europe.
and unspoiled.
There is one element every trip
The American Youth · Hostel's in the "1981 Highroad to Adventure" has in common and that is
hosteling. Hosteling is sharing a WASHINGTON, D.C. (CH) - The serve a variety of students. These
· travel and experience with others. college of the future should com- could include: those who need a
Inexpensive overnight accomoda- bine high school and college level general education before specializ.;
tions range from cabins to castles, courses to accomodate the ing in professional schools;
ships, Historic Trust. properties, students of the future, according to students needing b~sic skills for
lodges, farm houses and a new report by the Carnegie Coun- college studies; those re-entering
lighthouses.
cil on Policy Studies in Higher higher education; and the exceptionally talented high school stuThe AYH "1981 Highroad to Education.
Adventure" is available free by
The report, ''Academic Adapta- dent.
i Writing AYH Travel Department,
The report was compiled from
tions: Higher Education Prepares
Box G, Delaplane, VA. 22025 or for the 1980s and the 1990s," says surveys of various college adcall, toll free 800-336-6019.
such "middle" schools should ministrators. Its ideas are not new,
but they are. timely, says study
author Verne Stadtman, vice president of the Carnegie Foundation of
Teaching. If current trends continue, his report says, "certain
functions of higher education are
in danger of going unserved or
disserved in the future."
The Carnegie report also recommends establishing a federal agency, modeled after the Small
Business Administration, to help
colleges adapt to the changing
enrollment picture and to provide
loans to schools in financial trouble. Smaller schools are a special
concern and may need special
treatment from federal student aid
programs and state assistance efforts.
The diversity of higher education
is threatened by tight economic
times, says Stadtman's report.
Religious-affiliated schools, singlesex institutions and small, experimental colleges are already
HMR
DESIGNERS
_Third & Sampson
9.62-2550
disappearing, he says.

Under new management
••
con.J.e check out our sales rack
Alt.4;
~~v~Jf

peasants against the landlord.''
Prejudices are learned and
.culturally transmitted, Ware said.
The white immigrants who came
·to Roslyn near the end of the last
:century were villagers and
'freemen. They had no experience
of a slave society' so they assumed
that in the U.S., new people
brought into their community-like
the black ·miners-would organize
with them against the mine
owners, he said.
· '~The white immigrants to
; Roslyn were literate, socially con!1 scious and acquainted with class
struggles in Europe," Ware said.
· "They had to learn color prejudice
· in · America. Therefore their
: children, and their children's
children, discriminated against
blacks more than the first generation."
"From my research, it is clear
that in the 1890's, when blacks joined the Roslyn union, they gained
respect equal to their white coworkers. The important thing then
'was to be a good worker and a good
union man," he concluded.
1

Food supplement said
to be dangerous

Cornbination of
schools best
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' Campus Gourmet
I

Amid the hassle of classes, study
periods, part-time work and
socializing, the campus student
generally does not have enough
time to plan or even yet prepare a
emal. Therefore, with you in mind,
theCrier will be presenting the
Campus Gourmet as a weekly
feature. We will keep in mind the
busy female student that would
like to expand her culinary skills
as well as the handsome bachelor
that has one pot, one spoon, one
plate and two forks.
Recipes will vary from snacks
and jiffy dinners to gourmet
delights. All of the recipes will
bone preparation time down to a
minimum. In the coming weeks
you can look · forward to ''Valentine's Day Pinner for Two," "St.
Patrick's Day Snacks" and many
others. Next week: "Easy
Casseroles." Ideas .and suggestions are welcomed.

SPAGHE'ITI -

SHISH-KABOB

2 pounds beef, cut into bite size 1 package ground Italian sausage
· 1 can tomato paste
cubes
3 cans water
4 tablespoons oil
1 package spagh~tti noodles
% cup red-wine vinegar
3 tablespoons soy sauce
4 tablespoons catsup
1 clove garlic
CHILI CON CARNE
dash salt
dash pepper
Saute chopped onions in oil. Add
garlic
and meat and brown well.
/ Combine all ingredients and
marinate for 2 hours or overnight. Add remainging ingredients, cover
Thread onto skewers alternately and cook for 4 hours or cook all day
with cherry tomat~s, mushroom in a crock pot. Makes 1h gallon.
caps, whole onions, and pin~apple
chunks. Cook·at 400 for 10 m~utes, 1 tablespoon oil
turn and cook 10 minutes more on 112 cup chopped onion
other ~ide. If preferred they may 1 teaspoon garlic powder
be cooked rarer. Cook to d~_sired 1 pound chili meat or ground beef
doneness.
1 can tomato sauce
2 cans undrained kidney beans
1 teaspoon salt
BAKED BEANS
1 small can tomato paste
dash cum,in
-2 cans [13 ounces] brick oven chili powder to taste
beans
2 crushed bay leaves
3 tablespoons liquid smoke
PIZZAS
cup catsup .
1 tablespoon prepared mustard
1 package engUsh muffins, halved
. 1 onion, chopped fine
1
can pizza sauce
3/4 cup brown sugar
) package pepperoni _
dash salt
4 mushrooms_, sliced
dash pepper
2
tablespoons diced green pepper
% teaspoon garlic powder
1 cup mozarella cheese

r2

Mix all ingredients in a bean pot
and bake in moderate oven of 350
for 2 hours.

Brown sausage. Fold in paste until well blended. Add water and
simmer for 10 minutes. , Cook
noodles as directed, drain well.
Combine noodles and sauce
together and serve.
*Tip: ground beef may be
substituted for sausage however be
sure to add spices of your choice.

FRITO SALAD

I

1 head lettuce, chopped
1 small onion, chopped
112 package [10 ounces] frito chips
1 can [ 15114 ounces] red IQdney
beans
'.
2 cups cheddar cheese, shredded
In1 a large bowl place chopped
lettuce. Top with chips arfd cheese.
Heat undrained kidney beans until
they start to bubble. Pour beans
over salad. Quickly and gently toss
salad. Serve immediately.

ANTIPASTO

Meat buying tips
( (Jlll/l/IJ

Dil(e\I Newf Smin•

Cattlemen and ranchers complain
that the prices they receive are too
low to keep them in the business of
supplying butchers with meat. Consumers complain that the prices are
too high. And the much.-maligned
middleman gets criticism from both
sides.
Few people are happy about meat
prices. But there are a number of
things that consumers can do to keep
pace with inflation in the meat
markets.
A prerequisite to saving moQ~Y on
meat is to know what you are buying.
The U.S. government grades beef,
and you should never buy any meat
that is not graded.
U.S. Prime is the top of the line,
with the best flavor and most appropriate marbling (fat distribution) •.

u.s. Choice is the most popular
grade and is generally good quality.
U.S. Good has less marbling, which
is good for steaks. U.S. Standard
comes mostly from young animals .
and has very little marbling, making·
it the least-tender grade.
These grades will help the consumer to make judgments about the
quality of meat without being misled
by store labels or advertising claims.
Because commercial grade beef is
the cheapest does not mean it is inferior meat Mt fit for consumption.
Long, slow cooking is required for
most cuts of meat to develop their full
flavor anyway, so if you make a few
changes in your meal plans, preparing
a stew instead of a strognaoff, there
are many good buys in the com. merical grade. ·
,.......__.,.....

answers

1 cup carrott sticks
1 cup celery sticks
1/2 onion, sliced
112 cup black whole olives
1/2 cucumber, sliced
1 jar Italian salad dressing

Place halved muffins on a cookie
sheet. Spread with pizza sauce
then top with pepperoni, sliced
mushrooms, green pepper, and top
Place ingredients in a plastic
with cheese. Bake at 350 until dish with a lid. Pour s&lad dressing
over all vegetables and cover tightTACOS
cheese is melted.
ly. Refrigerate overni~ht or allow
*Tip: Jrench bread sliced to marinate at least for 2 hours. \
1 package [16 ounces] Jimmy lengthwise may be substituted for Drain befrre serving.
Dean taco filling
english muffins.
1 can [16 ounces] refried beans
1 package [12 count] prefried com 1111111111111111m 11111111111111 11u 11 11 11 11111111111111111n111111u1m1t11nHtme11m1m1111u~1111u11111nn11•n"15 1
tortillas
1 cup cheddar cheese, shredded
3 cups chopped lettuce
2 medium tomatoes, chopped

Brown taco filling and heat
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CONGRATULATIONS!!!
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As you plan your ~wedding, remember ,

i to contacf a minister early! Man}'· pcistors

refried beans. Place all ingre- 5
dients; filling, beans, cheese, let- . ~in
tuce and tomatoes in individual
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We wish you ioy as ·you plan,. ·

I

~~~C:~:~:r 1 star\Ong stu- ~d~~~J -i

*Tip: 1 pouhd ground beef may be
substituted for taco filling.
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All Perntanent Waves

:

a Ellensburg require;3-6 premarital conver-_s~
serving bowls. To serve, place 2 .isatio
. ns before the we
. ek of the wedding.=~;
tablespoons meat filling in taco - a
shell, then top with remaining in- 5
gredients in the order of your ·
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10% off
.Thru January

iThe Kittitas Valley Ministerial
Association:: ,450 N. Sprague
a
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Arts and Entertainment
''Retro Chic''exh·i bition in galle-;ly
Funk art, that whimsical,
humorous and sometimes satirical
art form spawned in the mid-1960's,
will be showcased at Central's
"Retro-Chic" exhibition now
through Jan. 30.
Showing in Sarah Spurgeon
Gallery, the invitational exhibition
will feature the work of a dozen
Northwest funk artists.
The free exhibition will continue
weekdays through Jan. 30, 8-12
a.m. and 1-5 p.m.
Larry Knodel, student director
of the gallery explained that the
funk movement started in northern
California and around Chicago.
Characterized by visual puns,
satirical humor and sometimes
bizarre images, funk art is still
alive and well in the Northwest,
Knodel said.
Retro-Chic will feature paintings
and ceramic sculpture, as well as
excellent examples of contemporary metal jewelry and
"assemblage," the use of found ob-

jects like feathers~ bones and
·
twigs, he said.
Les LePere, · C. T. Chew and

Susan Nininger, Northwest artists
Central Washington artists in the
whose work has rated favorable show are Jay Simms, Billy
reviews nationally, are among the McGuire .and Ken ·cory,
exhibitors.
·Ellensburg. photo by Steve Sparks

10% OFF
On R K2 Rechargeable Battery Pack
and Adapter with purchase of

January Photo
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January 9 - .January 31, .1981
Your Choice 99¢
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Spokane Orchestra featured in concert
The sound of music, ranging . Hall, when the Spokane Concert
from classical opera to brassy Orchestra performs at a free con.Broadway will fill Central's Hertz cert Jan. 21at8 p.m.

The Spokane Concert Orchestra,
conducted by Maestro Donald
Thulean, is comprised of thirty-two

members of the Spokane Symphony Orchestra. Their Ellensburg
concert will include the overture

The Spokane Concert Orchestra will perform in Hertz Hall Jan.-21 at 8 p.m. as part of the Central
Series.
·--

from Rossini's witty opera, The
Turk In Italy, Haydn's famous
"London" Symphony No. 101 in D ·
Major and Mozart's' Trumpet Concerto in D Major featuring Larry
· Jess, principal trumpet of the
Spokane · Symphony Orchestra .
The program will conclude with
the overture from the Broadway
musical Candide, a jazzy compOSi
tion by versatile conductor an. l
composer Leonard Bernstein.
Maestro Thulean, music director
and conductor of both the Spokane
Symphony and the Spokane Concert Orchestra, has received many
accolades, includin g the 1974
Governor's Art s Award ··for
maintenance of thi:~ highest artistic
standards wtule expanding the
Symphony ' s s~' r vic es t o the
citizens and schcols (Jf thi.: ~ entire
Inland Empire. ' ·
Thulean has guest-conducted the
Baltimore Symphony Orchestra,
the Portland (Maine ) Symphony
Orchestra, the Victoria , B.C. Symphony Orchestra and the Symphony of Auckland, New Zealand.
He and the Spokane Concert Orchestra have been touring the Inland Northwest since 1966, presenting fine orchestra concerts to
communities outside the Spokane
. metropolitan area.
The free Wednesday evening
concert is sponsored by the Central
music department and is part of
the 1980-81 Central Series.

Central workshop to produce La Traviata
Grand opera wiil be presented in
a grand manner this year, with
Central's production of Giuseppe
Verdi's La Traviata.

He noted that the Central Symphony, conducted by music prof.
Eric Roth, has undertaken the Verdi performance as one of its major
winter quarter projects. "Having a
fine orchestra as part of the proMusic Prof. Sidney Nesselroad,
director of the university's opera
duction will help us to present Verdi at his best,'' he said.
workshop program, announced
La Traviata, written in 1850, is a
that the Feb. 1981 performances
masterpeice of social commenwill feature the Central Symphony
tary, Nesselroad said. "Verdi was
playing Verdi's musical score.
a great beleiver in causes," he
The first performance next said, explaining that the Italian
Valentine's Day will be a full scale composer was a member of his
opera opening night, he said, com- country's parliament and vitally
plete with formal attire for the au- involved in the unification of Italy
dience and a gala party and buffet. from a loose confederation of scatProceeds from the special per- tered city-states into one nation.
"He had tremendous influence,
formance will be used for CWU
opera and orchestra scholarships, because of the popularity and
he said .. There will be ·additional status of opera in Itaiy. Opera was
performances Feb. 18 and 21, at a great event that people looked
lower prices.
forward to, and especially in Veropera
workshop di's early .works, which he turned
CWU
presentations-Gianni Schicci in . · out to two a year (calling them his
1978, and 1979's The Marriage of galley-slave years), it was a comFigaro-. were workshop produc- mon.sight to see.the audience leaptions, double cast .to provide a ing to their feet, cheering in the
large number of students ex- ai~les as he presented a subject of
perience in performing opera, current interest or concern.
For example in his " Attila,"
Nesselroad explained. They were
accompianied by piano.
about the great Hun invader, a
Roman general sings an a ria en-

Trio perform sin Spokane __

titled "Our Country," which obviously was meant to stir his audience, because of Italy's unification, as much as it advanced the
plot of the historical piece,
Nesselroad said.
La Traviata was written,
Nesselroad believes, to .fight the
double standard of Verdi's day, in
which men were allowed
mistresses,
but
those
"courtesans,, were denied a place
in society.
Violetta, the opera's female
lead, was painted sympathetically
by Verdi. He portrayed her as a
more cultured, better educated
and more worthy conversationalist
than the wives of the wealthy men ·
she entertained.
But society shut .her out com-

Specializing .in the
Sig John Burger
"A·M·e a I in Itself"

Central's faculty ensemble, the
Central Trio, will bring an evening
of chamber. music to Spokane
tomorrow.
Variety of shake flavors!
The free public concert, sponsored by the music department at
Spokane Falls Community College,
will begin at 8 p.m. at the SFCC
performing arts auditorium.
HOURS:
The Friday evening program includes Trio No. 1 in D Minor, and
Sa. - Thara. U a.m. • U p.m.
the first movement of Hungarian
Fri.-sat. U a.m. - l p.m:
composer Zoltan Kodaly's Duo for
Violin a1;1c;J, ~~U~k ,_ ~. . .. - ·- ·- ·~ ~ ,. _- - - 908 EAST JOlh :'. .ELLENSBURG .. • ~ ~ •..•

We D liver!

i
t

hastened the· arrival of the Victorian Era, Nesselroad wouldn't
judge, but his hunch is perhaps
those works helped to shape the
mores of Western society.
Writing a total of 26 opera, Verdi
donned a variety of hats during his
career, composing the music,
hounding his librettists, selecting
and training singers, sometimes
even conducting the orchestra,
providing stage direction and producing the whole enterprise.
Nesselrocd noted that the CWU
production of La Traviata will be
sung in English. The slightly cut
version of the four-act opera will
run about three hours, including in·
termissions, he said.

r~~~~~

pletely.
"I think that both Alexandre ,
Dumas, who wrote The Lady of the §
Camellias, on which the opera is
based, and Verdi were courageous,
going against the mores of their '
period to write a work in which the · :
heroine was a social outcast,'' he :
said. They portrayed Violetta .full
of human dignity, forcing their .
peers to examine what happens to
those caught in the middle of their

ohn's ·

925-5900

society's double standard, he added.
Another feature of the tragedy is
that Violetta didn't cause any of
the action of the plot, Nesselroad
said. She accepted her life as a
wealthy courtesan and her role on
the fringes of society. But a young
country fellow, in Paris for the
first time, fell in love with her and
complicated her life whole
lifestyle.
Her young lover, Alfredo, introduced the concept of "real love"
to Violetta, and the results were
disastrous to everyoJle in the
opera.
Whether Verdi's opera and other
artistic works of the early 1800's
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Beatles Ringo Starr, John Lennon, George Harrison and Paul McCartney as they appeared at a
m1966.

Se~ttle ..

press conference

'e:'.-fomorrow
Never Knows"
All these places had their
moments
with lovers and friends I
still
can
recall
Some are dead and some
are living
In my life I've loved them
a 11
-In My Life
Lennon-McCartney

Photos by
Wallie Funk
·(C>·Copyright 1980

The late John Lennon with George Harrison. Harrison said of Lennon: "After all we
went through together, I had • and still have • great love and respect for John. I'm
stunned. To rob life is the ultimate robbery."

Left:
Ringo Starr flew to New
York to see Lennon's
widow, Yoko Ono, after
Lennon's murder last
month. ·He then
went into
/
seclusio4-' ,
f

'

.

Right:
Paul McCartney as he
answers a question at the
1966 press conference.. Last
month he eulogized his
former song-writing partner: "John was a great man
who'll be remembered for
his unique contributions to
art, music and world
peace."
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-A.Day in the Life ••• Dec.8, 1980
\

By Kevin Marketon

John Lennon was starting over.
_
He had just come out of semi-seclusion, released his first album in.over
five years, and had his family problems solved. He and his wife, Yoko,
were closer than ever before, they were worlting as a team, and they were
seemingly happier than they had been since the end of Lennon's inunigration problems in the early seventies. The two also had plans for a concert
tour in 1981.
And then came December 8.
That morning, Lennon got a haircut, the style remniscent of his early,
pre-Beatie days. Later in the day, after lunch, he posed for a Rolling
Stone Magazine photographic layout. At around 4 p.m. he left with Yoko
to the Hit Factory, where they were putting the finishing touches on one of
· Yoko's compositions, a New Wave song entitled "Walking on Thin Ice".
The song was one that Yoko planned to release as'a single. At around 8
p.m., David Geffen, president of Lennon's record company, stopped by to
tell the Lennons that their "Double Fantasy" album had just gone gold.
That ~fternoon, as they were leaving for their recording session, a per. son stopped Lennon to ask him for his autograph. Lennon was cordial and
gave him the autograph. A photo was taken of the two, and the autograph
hound walked off.
Lennon and Yoko finished their single at about 10 p.m. and spent the
next half hour listening to the finished product. At 10: 30, they had finished
listening to the single, and they were very pleased. Working that hard left
them hungry and they left the Hit Factory and went out for some sandwiches before returning home for the night. At around 11 p.m. their
limousine pulled up to the gate of the Dakota, their apartment building,
and an unusual thing happened. Instead of the car going through the gate
like it usually did, the car stopped in front of the gate letting Lennon and
Yoko out. This had happen~d be~ore, but it wasn't common.

"A man came up from behind them and
shouted •Mr. Lennon?"'.
As they walked toward the apartment house, a man came up from
behind them and shouted, "Mr. Lennon?" As Lennon turned his head to
see who was calling him, this man, who would later be identified as Mark
David Chapman, allegedly crouched into a combat stance and shot Lennon six times in the back. Lennon stumbled into the Dakota, where he collapsed on the lobby floor. Yoko and the doorman of the Dakota attempted
to help Lennon, calling an ambulance and a police car. The police car ar- shooting, Chapman made no attempt to escape, he just stepped to the
rived first, and they decided that Lennon could not wait for an am~ other side of the street, and returned to reading "A Catcher in the Rye".
bulance. They picked up Lennon's limp body by the arms and shoulders, He was arrested shortly thereafter.
The murder of John Lennon was senseless. Lennorfs life was devoted to
placed it into their squad car, and rushed him to the nearest hospital, the
love and peace and the betterment of man. Last year, he and Yoko
St. Lukes-Roosevelt, eight blocks away.
Doctors at the hospital did everything tµey could to save him but Len- donated $1000 to the New York Police Department for the purchase of ten
non's wounds were too severe. After a complete blood transfusion, the ~ bulletproof vests for officers. To think that we will have perhaps only-one
more album made of the music he was working on when he died is indeed
doctors gave up hope. Lennon was pronounced dead at 11: 07 p.m.
The news of his death spread like wildfire across the nation. People in sad.
New York called friends around the country, who, in turn spread the
John Lennon: Oct. 9, 1940-Dec. 8, 1980
word. Within ten minutes after the death, the news was on the West Coast.
At Central, people were running around in the residence halls telling
their neighbors. All over campus there was an attitude of disbelief by fans
But don't think that because John Lennon has died that rock and roll
of Lennon and the Beatles. At 11 :30 that night, one could walk down the music has died. As a Beatie and as a solo performer Lennon has left a
halls of any dorm or apartment complex and hear the same sound -. - legacy of music and his memory lives on. And that memory is a fond one.
television sets tuned to one of the three network specials dedicated to Len- : There will be many fond memories of John Lennon after the grief fades
non. Even people who weren't fans of Lennon paused to remember him. away, and rock and roll will go on.
The next day the news had traveled around the world. Lennon's albums
Yoko has told the public that although John is dead, the eighties are not
and Beatle albums were sold out in many stores by mid-morning.
dead, as some persons felt. She said that the eighties are still ours to
make, and that we do our best to make them peaceful and happy. It would
i.'News of his death spread like wildfire"
be a good idea to follow her advice, remember John, and move on as he
would have wanted us to.
Also, it was on this day that fans began to ask questions. Who killed
John? Why? What were the circumstances around his death? Was there a
motive? They wanted to know more about the alleged killer. That day, a
front-page photo on the New York Daily News was run- - it showed Lennon signing an autograph for his accused killer, four hours prior to the
fatal shooting.
Why did Mark David Chapman shoot Lennon? According to
psychiatrists, Chapman had an identity crisis - - he believed that he was
Lennon. This was suggested several times upon investigation into Chapman's past. It was doscovered that Chapman used Lennon's name to sign
in and out of motel rooms, his logbook at work, and on several purchases
of artwork. Chapman told psychiatrists that he thought he had a good side
and a bad side and that when he shot Lennon, his bad side took over.
Also, Chapman had delusions that he was Lennon. When he shot Lennon, he felt that he was killing himself, because of his strong identification with the rock singer. Chapman was suicidal for a long time. A failed
college. romance, and the divorce of his parents contributed to his depression. He tried once before to kill himself, just after the divorce of his
parents, by attempting to inhale carbon monoxide from his car exhaust.

------..JJ

99c Breakfast Special

HEven people who weren't fans paused
to remember him"
About a year later, Chapman left his home state, Hawaii and went to
New York, where he stayed in and out of hotels, until he tracked down
Lennon. For three days, he is reported to have stalked Lennon,trying to
figure out when and where his best chances to kill Lennon would be.
At about 5 p.m. on the night pf the murder, he managed to contact Lennon and get him to sign an autograph.He then went across the street and
waited for Lennon to return from the Hit Factory.
Chapman had no idea of Lennon's destination or how long he would be
gone. After the autograph, Chapman went across the street, read a book,
and waited for Lennon to return. Shortly before eleven, the limousine
pulled up in front of the Dakota, where Lennon and his wife stepped out.
Chapman then allegedly advanced on Lennon and shot him. After the
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It seems the Bus Boys won't need

to work in restauraunts any more.

Steely Dan uses
top musicians

sell the album at a $9.98 list price,
while Steely Dan was in favor of
the standard $8.98 list value. MCA
won the battle, but few, if any
record stores sell that ·a lbum at
that price.
Bravo, Steely Dan, for sticking
up for the litte guy, and for turning
out another great album.

Police make
nonsense·sound
good

The Bus Boys, "Minimum Wage

Rock and Roll,,. Arista ReNrds.

These Bus Boys
don't need
restaurant work
any more

Films
1/16 - - My Little Chickadee - - Mae

West and W.C. Fields star in this
comic western. 7 p.m. in the
Ellensburg Public Library.
1/18 - - Jonah Who Will Be 25 ... -Alain Tanner describes his funny,
uplifting, freewheeling, indescribable Jonah as "a dramatic
tragi-comedy in political sciencefiction." Tells the story of eight
"minor prophets", eight veterans
of 1968, stranded between revolution and accommodation, whose
paths cross breifly in a search for a
common purpose. Classic Film.
1/22 - - All That Jazz - -Bob Fosse's
musical starring Roy Scheider as a
. director-choreographer .ASC Film.
1/23 - - Hans Christian Andersen - Danny Kaye plays the great
Danish storyteller, Hans Christian
Andersen, in this musical. 6: 45
p.m., Ellensburg Public Library.
1/25 - - The Tree of Wooden Clogs - Ermanno Olmi's film describes incidents in the lives of four families
sharecropping in Lombardy at the
turn of the century. The plot is
definitely anti-melodramatic - - no
hero, no standard storyline, no
earth-shaking events, not even one
death. A Grand Prize Winner at
Cannes 1978. Classic Film.

by Kevin Marketon
After listening to this record, I By Kevin Marketon
The new one by what's left of the
was very impressed with this up
and coming group. It appears that original Steely Dan of the 1970's
the only thing holding this group ( Walter Becker and Dona ld
from success is the lack of AM Fagen), was made in the same The Police, Zenyatta Mondatta,
fashion as their older material. A&M Records
airplay that they deserve.
The Bus Boys are five blacks and First they write a bunch of songs
a chicano who are successfully with interesting, motivating ly rics,
1/29 - - The Shining - - Stanley
dabbling in the previously white a nd then they get the . best
Kubrick' s thriller starring Jack
area of rock and roll music. The in- available studio musicians to per- By Kevin Marketon
Nicholson. ASC Film.
strumental and vocal parts of the form them.
The Police have a reputation of
album are good, with keyboardist
Cost and time are of no object to producing songs with little or no
Brian O'Neal standing out as an Steely Dan.
lyrical value, but they make
This album was three and one nonsense sound good.
excellent instumentalist. O'Neal
and his bassist brother Kevin take half years and several thousand
new advances in lyricism on the dollars' in the making. It shows in
In their new album "Zenyatta
album, as they introduce sarcastic the quality of the album . .. Steely Mondatta",, they didn't disappoint
remarks about race .relati,Qns .. lie . Dan · comes through once · again anyone. Their best cut, a single enBob Fosse's Dancin', the Tony
also plays ,role reversal with some with bright, fresh tunes that- are titled ·'De Do Do Do·, De Da Da Award-winning Broadway musical
of the racist comments about perfect to listen to anytime. The Da", is a good effort. Unfortunate- that celebrates the dance, opens at
blacks by whites: "There goes the group is already realizing com- ly it is hard to find another decent the Seattle Opera House for five
neighborhood/The whites are mov- mercial success with their single song on the album.
performances, beginning Feb. 8.
release "Hey Nineteen" .
ing in."
The musical, currently in its third
The group very delicately sits on · Steely Dan, judging by the perIt seems as if this album was year on Broadway, has dances
the fence between offending whites formance of this album, is back on made for the quaalude generation. ranging from clasical ballet to
or blacks, but it is done with a . track after their three and one half The PoHce have done better in the modern dance to every form of
balance that is fair to both races, · year absence from the charts, and past, with their last two albums. show business and disco dancing.
as the lyrics are satirical in nature · their gamble of quality over quan- This album does indeed have the
· Conceived, choreographed and
and meant to poke fun at the tity has paid off.
style that the Police have made
Also, Steely Dan was involved in famous, but it seems that all of the directed by Fosse, Dancin' has
stupidity of discrimination. The
music and lyrics by Neil Diamond,
O'Neal .brothers write in their a contractual dispute with MCA songs sound the same.
Cat Stevens, George M. Cohan and
songs "KKK:" "I am bigger than a Records, which delayed the
Perhaps they have fallen into the
John Phillip Sousa, and features
nigger/Wanna be an all American release of this album. One of the same rut as many of their countersuch songs as "Mr. Bojangles,"
Man/Wanna join the Ku Klux · reasons of the disagreement was parts, achieving success, then
"Sing, Sing, Sing," "Yankee DooKlan/Play in a Rock and Roll the protest of the group over the commercializing their music to
dle Dandy," "Here You Come
band."
price of the albwn. MCA wanted to make it appeal to a wider audience
Again" and "Stout Hearted Men."
so they can make more money. Or
The show ~s been hailed by the
maybe it was .just an "Off" album
. by the group. Any way, the Police . critics as "Dazzlin'" (A.P.),
t can, and have,. done better and : "Electrifying" (Rex Reed), "Extraordinary" (Cue), "Joyful"
; hopefully they can top the perfor(New
York
Times),
.\ mance of this a lbum in the future.

1/30 Olivier's Hamlet - - Sir
Laurence Olivier was awarded the
Best Actor Academy Award for his
performance which makes Hamlet
the " profound, stirring drama it
was intended to be."

Art
Corridor Gallery - - Bob Walton
from Leavenworth with western oil
paintings. Kittitas Valley Community Hospital.
Sarah Spurgeon Gallery - - ''Retro
Chic" by a group of NW artists, invitational show of Funk Art.
Community Art Gallery
Photographs by James Sahlstrand,
paintings by Charies Smith, in-laid
jewelry by_Jeff Grieff and pottery
by Miles Struxness.
0-Taco - - R.E. Beans, mixed
media.

Music
1/21 - - Central Series - - Spokane
Concert Orchestra, 8 p.m. Hertz

Hall.
1/25 - - Vancouver Cantata Singers
- - 3 p.m. Hertz Hall.
1/28 - - Variety Concert- - Tim
Strong, 8 pm. Hertz Hall.

Dancin' opens in Opera House

alley School
.of
Cosmotology

Haircuts $3._5 0
Blowdry $3~5() a

1;~ \t_l

112 off standard
parti c. .nf.ing prices )

113 • 4th
925-6138

RDROOI
WO El!

Beginners are welcome
.Good Food-Fresh Sandwiches
4 Pool Tables
Deep Fried Chicken

l egs to go, P

h

s, Pull Tabs

UglJ Bea Tavern
111 W. 3rd-loross fro• ffl• .... .

Hour s 11-2am

925-4602

"Tremendous" (New York Post), . , .
and "Exciting" (U.P.I.).
Fosse, one of a handful of
choreographers who is also a skilled director, is the first director to
win an Oscar ("Cabaret"), and a
Tony Award ("Pippin") and an
Emmy Award (for the TV special,
"Liza with a Z") _in one year. For
"Dancin' ," he received his eighth
Tony
Award
(Best ·
Choreographer), and his latest
film, "All That Jazz," received
four academy awards.

Dancin' features a company of 18
dancers and singers. The musical
has sets by Peter Larkin, costumes
by Willa Kim, lighting by Jules
Fisher . and Orchestrations by
Ralph Burns and Micheal Gibson .
The choreography was rec:reated
by Gail Benedict. Tom Mallow, in
association with James Kenek, is
the producer.
Showtimes are set for 8 p.m. Sun- ·
day th r ough Wednesday. A
matinee is scheduled for 2 p.m. on
Wednesday.

t···············~
D&M . :
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Eastwood returns as brawler
Clint Eastwood is back ·as Philo ("Beers To You"), Glen Campbell · Heaven''), Johnny Duncan · Way You Want Me").
· of Philo Beddoe and Jack Wilson,
Beddoe, the toughest bare-knuckle ("Any Whiclt Way You Can"), ("Acapulco"), JhnStafford ("Cow
The action in "Any Which Way the fight promoted by gangsters
brawler in the ·country in "Any Fats
Domino
("Whiskey Patti"), and Gene Watson ("Any · You Can" centers on the meeting and gamblers, with the gangsters
Which Way You Can,'' a Robert
kidnapping Lynne Halsey Taylor \
Daley Production for Warner Bros. ·
to insure that Philo participates.
elease., which includes the cast
. On the way to the fight, to be held
from last year's "Every Which
, in Jackson Hole, Wy., the Black
Way But Loose."
Widows are up to their· usual
Shot on location in California's
hopeless antics. Orville tangles
San Fernando Valley and Wyomwith the mobsters, gets shot in the
ing's Jackson Hole, ''Any Which
shoulder and falls in love with his
Way You Can" features E~twood
nurse while recuperating, and Ma
,1dealing with a new assortment ofkeeps getting her Oreo cookies
neadaches·: the bungling Black
snatched by Clyde in an ongoing
Widow motorcycle gang, some
battle of wits.
ruthless mobsters, crazed
gamblers, and the most dangerous
Strangely enough, Philo .Beddoe
bare-fisted opponent he's ever facand Jack Wilson discover the)'
ed, Jack Wilson (William Smith).
have more in common than not,
Eastwood has ample support in
making
ahnost as interesting a
ins adventures, .once again aided
team as they do opponents.
by his pal Clyde (the Grangutan),
Together, Beddoe and Wilson
Orville Boggs (Geoffrey Lewis),
manage
to rescue Lynne, and, with
Ma Boggs (Ruth Gordon), and
blackmail
no longer possible, Philo
country singer Lynn Halsey Taylor
cancels the fight.
(Sondra Locke), who re-enters
Philo's life via some sensitive
However, each man has come to
diplomacy on Clyde's behalf.
realize that only one of them can be
The key to the ''Any Which Way
the best at what he does. A matter
You Can" script, written by Stanof pride becomes the basis for a
ford Sherman, is the blend of acbare-knuckle championship which
tion and comedy which made
starts in a deserted barn , and
"Every Which Way But Loose" a
moves through the entire town,
hit. The fihn also retains the
picking up a huge, cheering crowd
musical flavor established by the Clint Eastwood as bareknuckle brawler Philo Beddoe strikes a fighting stance
of unlikely spectators.
first soundtrack with new songs by opposite his -pal Clyde, the orangutan, in "Any Which Way You Can", a Robert
Ray Charles and Eastwood Daley Production from Warner Bros.

Gra.n ts awarded for student -video work ·Classic Filnt series opens
· The Washington Library Media
Association will award grants to
assist students ·enrolled . in
Washiilgton. colleges and universities in the completion of 16mm
film, multi-image, and videotape
. _productions. While .grants are
quite modest in amount, every effort will be made ·to minimize the
paper work and red tape necessary
to apply for and receive a grant.
Productions supported . by this ·
grant program will be c~nsidered
for showing at the annual con.lerence of the Wash~n Library

Although 1980 has been described
one grant each year.
Media Association.
as
a year with few memorable
To be eligible, a student must be
movies·
, high admission prices and
enrolled in a Washington comTo apply, complete the applicamunity college, college, or univer- tion form. Request one or more . disgruntled audiences, the start of
1981 looks like a winner when
sity film, television, or media pro- . film, video, or media prQduction
CWU's
Winter Classic Film Series
duction course or program during faculty to write a letter attesting to
opens with the award-winning
the calender year of the due date. your status as a student, to the
movie Jonah Who Will Be 25. • •
The money must be used for help- value of the project, and comments
Sunday.
ing to defray the eXpenses of a about your ability to complete the
Described as "a dramatic tragispecific named production. This project.
comedy
in political science
should not be the first production
Applications must be received
fiction," this Swiss movie won the
attempted by the producer. Grants by ·Feb.· 1 to be eligible for this
197~. National Society of Film
are limited to 16mm, multi image, year's grant program. Applicants
Critics Award for best screenplay.
and videotape productions. Any in- will be notified of results by March
Other movies in the nine movie
dividual student can apply for only 1.

Urban Cowboy dance set

Video competition open
Y~ung film and video makers
rs.siding in Oregon, Washington,
Iuaho, Montana, and Alaska are invited to submit work completed
since Jan. 1, 1980, for the .competition in the 8th Annual Young People's Film and Video Festival.
Entries will be vi~wed by a jury
of professional Northwest film and
video ma~ers and 'w tll be judged in

Si_n gers ·invited ·,
·to contest ; ·
.'nte '15~1.· ,~~
n·.· tr.eal"·I·n:.t er.·
w1 n.au•'l,UU
.A-..' ... ....
. :.·M
,
.o

.

1

national .ComPetttion 'will . take
~tace ' iri ·M~ntre:al, Quebec·,
Canada, June ' 3·U. This year the
competition will be ol>en to singers
born between · June 3, 1946, and
June 3, 1961. Prize awards totalling
$22,000 (Canadian funds) will be
shared among nine winners, with
~,000 going to the first place win4

1

• • • __

five grade categories: K-3, 4-6, 7-9,
10-12, and cotiege/university.
Works may be on any theme. It is
suggested
that they not exceed 10
minutes running time.
Winning works will be shown

at.

e e.,. e_ -

:bull for the public to try to ride.
. The admission is $2.50 and
11
•
· f
··western
· stY1e .u&- ess lS
pre
erred.
.All urban and suburban cowboys
I alike are encouraged to attend!
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Po Iyouf need
_an. jnexpens-iye-. splash of~~,
·· · · d. · ·
. ·' ·
,,

co or · or-a .· rabiwall? .ffhe' Golden
:•~._.
Needle' has •tlie answer ~ ... '
. ;.-'"
·
'A··C
,I
. FABRI PICTUREl ..

been

·

, t e· most accepted' most popular plan on cam-

puses all over America. ·
F" d
in out why.
Call the Fidelity Union CollegeMaster
Field Associate in your area:

'

925 4175
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Byron King .
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10% discount. ~or
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Rick :Sasaki · 962-9292
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Simply stre.t eh the fabric ·p rint
around .t he . wooden frame, use a
staple gun or hammer and a few
•
t es o f your t•1me, an d
m1nu
P.R~STO, you have a fabric
picture!!!

L.

925-4176

Fideli.V
Unionf:lfe
w,

'~ermus~'.

an

Northwest Film Study Center,
·The Rodeo Club will sponsor
Oregon Educational and Public Urban Cowboy dance on Friday,
Broadcasting Service, Oregon •from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. in the SUB
There will be a live
Educational Media Association, :· Ballroom.
·
Washington Library Media · ' band, ~the Carpino Brothers, and
Association, and the Jefferson :there will be a mechanical bronco

an awards .ceremony at the Film .High School Television DepartStudy Center, Portland Art ment.
Museum, and
ori.public . Entry forms are available at the
television.
·
·. Film Study Center office, 1219 S. W.
. The · Yo.~g ·People's Fihn and Park Ave., Portland 97205.-- ·
. Video Festival is sponsored by.the Telephone (503) 221-1156.

ne~.pplications for enrollment
must be received by March t. CanDon Cleman
didates are requested to be in Montreat on May 31 to participate in
925-4175
the drawing of lots to establish the~~:
· .
t.~er of appearance during the
·~.·~
.: . ·.
competition.
To obtain an application form
and further information, contact
Montreal International Competition, 106 Dulwich Avenue, St.
Lambert, Quebec, Canada J4P
~"111{7.
Cable
address
is

· series will include the 1978 Canne
Grand Prize winner The Tree 0
Wooden Clogs from Italy, the 197
French comedy Traffic, and the r
cent fast-paced · detective thrille
The Late Show, starring A
Camey and Lily Tomlin.
The Central classic filin series ·
sponsored by the Deparbnent
English, With . funding assistanc
by the ASC. Admission to the s
day evening films, shown at 7 p.m.
in Hertz Hall on campus, is $t.~_.
All community members are
vited to attend .
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Arts showcased on cable network
On April 5, ABC, Inc. will
become a supplier of specialty programming for -cable television
through the developement of
several cable network services,
Elton H. Rule, President and Chief

· have · their programming needs · transponder as Nichelodeon, a nonmet as well."
commercial program service for
young people.
ABC Video Enterprises' first
The "Alpha" service will begin
cable network ser\rice, prepared each evening at 9 p.m. Eastern
under the working title "Alpha," is time, following the conclusion of

the "Alpha" service.
"Alpha" will offer the first
worldwide exploration of the performing and visual arts on a night- '
ly basis on cable television. Its programming will range .from · full

ballet and other forms of dance.
"Alpha" will also explore the
people and places .behind these
creative works through profiles of
individual artists, performers,

Part of the new basic cable television service provided by ABC will be "Spirit of Asia", a series of eight pro-grams
which takes the viewer on a cultural ex·ploration of the ancient and present day arts of Southeast
Asia. "Spring Sonota", featuring Isaac Stern on violin- and Gina Bachauer on piano appear·ing at the
Jerusalem Music Centre, is an example of a series of light chamber music concerts. ''The Avant Garde in Russia,
1910-1930: New Perspectives", narrated by Hugh Downs, is a program devoted to a unique art exhibit at the Los
Angeles County Art :Museum. The program offers historical perspectives to the art and exa~ines the artist'
influences on the Western art of today.
Operating Officer, ABC, Inc., announced.
"This new service compliments
the programming which we now offer on the ABC Television Network, and it enables those viewers
with more ~pecialized interests to

a joint effort with Warner Amex
Satellite Entertainment Company.
"Alpha" _will be an advertiserunderwritten basic cable service
featuring between Vh-31h hours of
performing arts programming
.~ach evening and will be transmitted on the same satellite

Nichelodeon's programming day.
When "Alpha" premeirs on April5, it will be supplied to the more ·
than 700 cable operators that carry
Nichelodeon, which will be
reaching an estimated 31h million
subscribers. There will be no additional charge to the operators for

length performances of famous
operas to 10-minute studies of well
known paintings. It will also include chamber music and piano
recitals, jazz programs, plays and
dramatizations, concerts featuring
orchestras and conductors of the
~orld, and complete works · of

authors, composers and musicians. It will feature master
classes conducted by performers,
cultural explorations into the ancien,t and present-day arts of
foreign countries, and behind-thescene tours of famous schools and
performing sites.

proudly presents

THE GOODS
(formerly STRIDE)

Tues. Jan 13- Sat. Jan 17

Wednesday is ladies nite I

$1.25 vvell drinks 9-1 :30a.m.

i

~age
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Liddy writeS of W atergate involve~ent
"I carried the book home with
me one evening and found myself
completely enthralled . . . It is one
of the most engrossing and
thoroughly honest self-revelations
that I have ever read." - - Clarus
Backes, The Denver Post
Convicted of nine felonies,
disbarred, sentenced to 21112 years
in prison and serving parts of his
521/2 month of incarceration in
solitary confinement, G. Gordon
Liddy still refused to speak.
Rather than claim the Fifth
Amendment to the Constitution, he
· simply would not swear "to tell the
whole truth." Now in WILL: The
Autobiography of G. Gordon Liddy, Liddy finally speaks out laying
bare the facts behind his involvement in Watergate and portraying
himself as a man driven by determination and · inner strength.
Bought by Robert Conrad as a TV
film property in which he will star,
Will is coming as a DelVSt.
Martin's Press paperback in Feb.
With unprecedented candor and
insight, Liddy begins his life story
with his childhood in New Jersey.
He recalls being overwhelmed by a

r

\rats, he killed and ate one; afraid )move quickly up the ladder of energy with which he had contof lightning, he climbed a tree and \power and responsibility.
He fronted his childhood fears.
braved an electrical storm; afraid describes his time as an FBI agent, Though he describes meeting Nixf dirigibles, he stood virtually in 'a ssistant District Attorney for Dut- on only once, he was nonetheless
the path of one, feeling the earth chess County in New York, special consumed by a sense of loyalty to
shake beneath him from the sheer Assistant to the United States him. With pride, Liddy. master.. power of the dirlgible's engine.
!Treasury, and, finally, Counsel for minded the break in at Daniel
lH!fJ~:;,;~l)l!i·-j Equipped with t~e will _that he ~~e Committee to Re-elect Richard Ellsberg's psychiatrist''> office.
··
had nurtured durmg childhood, :Nixon.
With careful attention to retail, he
,,,,w Hii!Liddy entered law school. With an
With an all-encompassing desire outlined and partiall y im, _, ' unfaltering loyalty to whatever to do everything in his power to in- , plemented "Gemstone," a twelvecause he promoted, Liddy com- . sure Nixon's re-election, Liddy point strategy to undermine the
pleted law school and began to_gave his all with much the same election of 1972.

·

Novel ties in with movie

11!

~i

'{\.

general sense of fear as a child but
. was spurred on by the strength of
. will he gained from hearing AdoH
Hitler broadcast on . his
. nursemaid's radio. As this man
who became an idol to the young
boy, Liddy vowed to control his
: own emotions rather than allow his
· emotions to control him. Afraid of

""
GampU6 Papc1back r>e6t6eller6
'

1. Still Life with Woodpecker, by Tom Robbins. (Bantam,;
$6.95.) A sort of love story: fiction.

·

2. Godel, Escher, Bach, by Douglas R. Hofstadter. (Vintage, $8.95.) Computer scientist's theory of reality.

3. Jailbird, by Kurt Vonnegut. (Dell, $2.95.) One man's life,
from Harvard through Watergate: fiction.

I

4. The Right Stuff, by Tom Wolfe. (Bantam, $3.50.) The
story of America's first manned space program . ·

This month Dell Books will assigned to be supervised by a neglect of the patients.
e i ss ue
The
House
of respected medical resident, fondly
Under the guidance of "Fats",
od,pseudonymously written by referred to as " the fat man" - the interns receive an unorthodox
practical education in hospital
Dr. Samuel Shem, to tie-in with the .
· _Feb. release of the motion picture ·
politics and patient care. Adjusting
to the daily routine of the "House
of the same name.
of God", the interns struggle
The movie is written and ·
against ~disease, death and their
directed by Donald Wrye, produc- :
own ·impending insanity. The~
eel by Charles Joffe and Harold .
.Schneider, and will featiire Tim :
begin to cope with the pressures o
their indoctrination by "buffing'
:Matheson, Michael Sacks, ChaJ;lie :
Haid, Kathryn Dowling, Bess Arm- :
charts, "turfing" patients am
strong and Lisa Pelikan. A fie- ·
"bedding" nurses. An integral par
tional account of the trials and ,
of their education according to
tribulations of first year interns in .
"Fats" is learning the Laws of the
the hospital associated with the
House, which include: Gomers
"Best Medical School" in the coun(the demented geriatrics) Don't
· Die; At a cardiac arrest, the first
try, The House of God was original- .
ly published by Dell in Noy. of 1979.
· procedure is to take yo11r own
Shem's black comedy unfolds on 1.
pulse; the patient is tt ~ 011e with
a brisk fall morning when six ner·the disease; they can always hurt
·you more; if you don't take a
vous, idealistic young interns take ·
temperature, you . can't find a
up ·residence in the "House of •
· fever; and the delivery of medical
God", an East Coast based ~
medical center, eager and ready to I
care is to do as much of nothing as
cure the incurable. The -six are whose saving gospel is benign --' possible.

5. The Official Preppy Handbook, edited by Lisa Birn-

TONIGHT
Star. Trek:
The Motion Piciure

bach. (Workman, $3.95.) How to make it: humor.

6. li'ipte, by Ken Follett. (NAL/Signet, $3.50.) Agents vie for
power in the Middle East: fiction .

7. Smiley's People, by John le Carre. (Bantam, $3.50.)
British masterspy versus Russian counterpart.

8. Drawing on the Right.Side of the Brain, by Betty Edwards. (J.P. Tarcher, $8.95.) Anyone can draw.

SUB Theatre 3, 7,&9:30
'$1.75

9. Portraits, by Cynthia Freeman. (Bantam, $3.50.) Four
generations of a family, from New York to San Francisco.

10. Garfield at Large, by Jim Davis. (Ballantine, $4.95.) Wit
and wisdom of comic strip cat.
Compiled by The Chronicle of Higher Education from information
supplied by college stores throughout the country. January 1, 1981.
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NEXT WEEK
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WINNER OF FOUR ACADEMY AWARDS

•
Spend Spring Vacation 1n

Jlcapulco
6 days - 5 · nights ·at

cC
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El Matador Hotel
$170 per person
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lbased on double occ~R~\'
· q}y i~
·including transfers,
. welcome cocktail
~\, ljg;
Acapulco Bay Cruise "' " ~ ~ .
. plus 5423 airfare Seatfle~1
to Acapulco
~;JJ .
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ELLENSBURG
'RAUEL

'6c.

.
I
I

"'All THAT JAZr is a feast for the
eyes . .. dazzling, inventive, and
full of razzmatazz."

"An uproarious
display of brllllance,
nerve and dance ••."

KUC-IV

THI NEW YORK llMH

--

Vincent Canby

"A masterwork. 'All THAT JAZr
Is the year's most extraordinary film •. :
~IVSllol~

I(

~K

•I
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CATS HOST EASTERN
''
"We played good defense,
ELLENSBURG - The winningest
team in the NAIA's District 1 especially in the second half and
challenges Central Washington we were taking care of the ball betThursday night at Nicholson ter. Rebounding, however, is still a
concern for us."
Pavilion.
Central' s defense helped create H you are pla~ on attenLewis-Clark State brings a 12-5
ding the CW -Eastern
record [11-4 versus NAIA schools] several fast break opportunities. basketball clash on Saturinto the college basketball mat- The Wildcats scored six baskets off day night, it would be wise
the break and were credited with
chup. Central is 7-4.
if you made plans to get
CWU's homestand continues 20 stealst. six by Vern Adams [6-2, there early, as recent
Saturday when it hosts arch-rival Jr., Muskegon, Mich.] and five by games between the two
Steve Pudists [6-7, Jr., Tacoma].
Eastern Washington .University.
However, the Wildcats came out rivals have been played to
''Lewis-Clark State has good size
standin~·room-only crowds.
and Eastern matches up with us even on the boards [36-36] with the
Game
time is 7:30.
well,'' CWU coach Dean Nicholson · Indiana school, whose biggest
starter
waf;
just
6-7.
said.
"U is a big week for us. Eastern
is our traditional rival and LewisClark is a team we haven't seen,
yet,'' Nicholson added.
· The Warriors, despite their 11-4
NAIA record, are only fourth in the
district playoff race~ Simon Fraser
ranks first. Central is second and
St. .Martin's is third. The top four
teams qualify for the districf ·
playoffs.
Dan Danelson, a 6-6 sophomore
forward, currently paces LewisClark in scoring averaging 13.7
points per game. Senior Jim
Savage [6-6] and six-foor junior
guard Jon Kaino are averaging 2.9 ·
and 12.3, respectively. Kaino also . .
leads the club in steals with 25 • .
Senior center Pat Spiry [~7] and ,
Danelson, are the top rebounders,
averaging 6. 7 and 6.3, respectively. ·
Eastern Washington has five ·
players averaging nine points or .
better. Point guard George ·
photo by Tom Foster
Abrams [6-3] leads the club with a · Two-time pl~ye~ of the ~ee~ John- Harye~ suffe~ed .a
14.7 average. Matt Peppers, a 6-5 . bro~en,bone m h1~ hand ~nd will S'ee only limited action Ill
forward, averages, 11.8. Other top tomght s game with Lewis and Clark.
scorers include 6-6 sophomore
John Wade [9.2], ~ junior Don ·
Garves [9.3], and 6-2 junior Wayne
Petersen [9.0].
Abrams, Petersen, .Garvis and
Wade will be joined in the starting . '
photo by Doug ,Keith lineup by Dave Henley, a 6-2 junior
For the second time this season, junior forward from Anchorage,
who is averaging 8.2 ponts.
· John Harper has been selected Alaska, was CWU's only tourney .
Luckf Taylo~1 6-8 CWU center1 scores two of his game-high . Central improved its record to Central Washington- University's all-star. Taylor, who had 36 points
24 pomts in me Cat's 79-65 wm over Grace.College of In- · 7-4 Saturday with a 79-65 victory ·. basketball player-of:the-week.
and 16 rebounds, was named the
diana.
.
· ·
over Grace College. CWU played
Harpet
· · ff
ankl ·
MVP.
·
411..t' the contest without Howie Long jury,
Harper, who . attended high
T:~ s
[6-9, Sr., Bellevue] whoisstillnur- , 17 rebounds as · Central won the ·· school in Toledo, Ohio and.junior
~
smg a sp,ained ankle and will miss Championship of the University of · college in Yakima but now calls
>· .
. • .. . ·
·
. .
.·
fl' ' this week's action.
Puget Sound Christmas tourna• Denver; Colo. home, is a complete
A·..
: ~ 't;
John Harper [6-7, Jr. ; Denver] ment
team player.
'
also was limited to 13 minutes of
The Wildcats defeated Seattle
"He is just completely
action with a broken bone in his left 82-70 m
· the semif'
·
unself1"sh," veteran CWU coach
,
. . .,
. mals and prev1oshand.
ly unheated ·Puget ·sound 72-66 in Dean Nicholson said. "He won't
......J
"I was pleased with the wa. we . the championship game.
hesitate to pass the ball if someone
----::1 ,. bounced back in the second half · llarper hit.on 12 of 21 field goal else has a better opportunity. John
1..\\_l~(l
[after being held to a 35-35 stan- tries, including 7 of lOin Tuesday's · also plays good defense."
1 doff] . We played with good inten8i('('~~~ ~
title game, and 11of13 free throws.
"When we played St. Martin's
~·
~~~i"
Jrty," Nicho~son said.
Surprisingly, however, the 6-7. earlier this year, John scored just
18"\ · J
four points, but he was happy
~ ~~ l
·
because we won the game (72-53).
'

~-

Re1ninder:

!

Harper · na1ned player
of the week again
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CWU swimmer Lauri Partch butterflies her way to victory in the 200 I.M.

Swint teant hit with ineligibility,·.
by Alan Anderson

In 1969 the Central Washington
University mens' swim team
began a tradition. They were ranked in the top 10 of the nations NAIA
schools, and finished in the top
seven at the national championship meet.
For the next ten years they
maintained this ranking, and
never finished below seventh
place. Suddenly, that 11 year old
tradition has come to an end.
The loss of four key men from
last quarter due to academic ineligibility has left coach Bob
Gregson with some enormous gaps
to fill. The biggest loss.was that of

Jeff Walker. Walker, a sophomore by Julie Harshbarger (Bellev_ue)
from Longview won the 50 and Laurie Partch (Kelso). ''They
freestyle, took second in the 100 are practically identical swimfreestyle and finished near the top mers," he said. He expects both of
in the 100 butterfly at the NAIA na- them to make AI.AW national
qualifying·times by the end of the
tionals last year.
Other losses include Jim season.
The women, which are currently
Schmahl (Spokane), a 100
breaststroke national qualifier last 4-1 "are developing into an awful
year; Bruce Kelly (Bellevue), a good swim team," Gregson stated.
· butterflier and sprinter; and Mike He expects them to finish in the top
Yacinich (Wenatchee), who three at the AIAW Division 2
qualified for nationals earlier this Regionals. But by no means does
.he see that top three finish an easy
season in the 100 breast.
The varsity womens' team, task. "They're going to have to
which for the first time is also keep improving."
Some of the girls he's looking for
coached by Gregson, is one that he
considers greatly improved over good performances from include
last year. They are currently led Linda Ashburn (Olympia), Anna

Terhar (Spokane), Pam Ruggles
(Kennewick), Lisa Olander
. (Yakima) and Shanon Tweit
(Sumner).
Gregson's job now is to find people to fill the holes left by the inelegible swimmers. In the 50 and
100 free, Walker's main events, he
believes Bruce Fletcher (Olympia) is the teams only hope. He
also believes Tom Dunning
: (Bellevue), Bob Kennedy (Sitka,
AL), Kirk Fletcher (Woodenville),
Jeff Osborn (Ellensburg), and
Kevin Hegge (Seattle) are a few
guys that will have to come
·through if the Wildcats are to do
well the remainder of the season.
"Those guys are just plain going to

.have to perform."
He is lOQking forward.to th~ com:bined Districts 1 and 2 champion~
'. ships to'be held in late February at
Pacific Lutheran University. "It
will give our team something to go
~or at our own level."
Despite the big losses, Gregson
Iis optimistic about the team. "I
feel good about the people I have."
He also praises his assistant
coaches Roger Coburn, J .R. Mar;tin, Robbie Chandler, and diving
icoach Linda Kinney. "It's the best
Igroup of people I've ever had."
ICentral's next home meet is Jan.
j22 against Eastern Washington
1University whicp will begin at 4:00.

i

1

UBC tankers drown Cats.81-21
by Alan Anderson

Every year since the early nineteen sixties the Central
Washington University mens' varsity swim team has beaten the
University of British Columbia.
However Friday night at Nicholson
Pavilion UBC saw the perfect op-portunity to change things around,
and did so in winning form, as they
walloped the Wildcats 81-21.
"We have very little to be enthused about,'' said head coach
Bob Gregson. "We swam about as
poor of meet as we could have, and
didn't have any real good swims."
British Columbia coach Jack
Kelso on the other hand had pleanty to be enthused about, as his
team racked up five Canadian national
qualifying
times.
Two of these times were turned
in by junior transfer student Mike

•
only 1 c 'per. min.
4 ~ 6 p.m.
:Tues. & Thurs.
***********************
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Inflation batters
varsity sports
trying to be competitive in many
Several colleges ·are eliminating
sports. Colleges will specialize in
some varsity sports because of growsports in which they have traditionaling deficits. Inflation and the cost of
ly have been successful.
compliance with sex bias laws are
The high cost of team travel moved
cited as"' the reasons for the action.
the University of Pennsylvania to
At the University of Maryland's
eliminate men's ice hockey and the
Eastern Shore campus, men's footUniversity of California at Berkeley
ball, tennis and swimming have been
to eliminate men's volleyball. Both
dropped. Other · institutions · have
teams had high travel costs because
taken ·Similar action in recent months.
few of their competitors were nearby.
The University of California at
Long-distance trips also mean a
Berkeley dropped men's wrestling,
greater amount of lost classroom time
volleyball and golf.
by the team members. Climate is also
Yale University dropped men's
affecting colleges'· decisions on which
volleyball, gymnastics, water polo
sports are elimQiated. For example,
and women's volleyball.
the University-of Coforado canceled :
The University of Colorado dropits baseball program because of cold, .
ped men's baseball, swimming,
rainy sprinp in their part of the counwrestling and gymnastics and . try often cut baseball season short. i
women's swimming and gymnastics.
A lack of gym space helped ;
Colorado State UniversitY canceled . Berkeley and U.C.L.A. to cut their
C. D. Hoiness (top), applies pressure to his opponent. Competing · men's swimming and gymnastics and wrestling programs. . With the
gymnastics.
budgetary pressures that colleges now ·
in the 150 pound weight class, Hoiness has aperfect 4-0 ~cord. · women's
Many college officials blame inflaface, the construction of new athletic ~
tion and the cost of complying with
facilities is no longer a top priority for
federal laws barring sex ·discriminacampus officials
tion as the main reasons for their cuts
At some colleges, certain sports
in athletic programs.
have been eliminated so that other
ELLENSBURG - A tough, but: wrestles PortJaDd State Saturday matches. Four of his seven l~ i
Footbatr and basketball are
sports could be introduced or
rewarding trip is on tap this week in Portland.
have been to Pacific's Mike Vania,~ generally protected from the athletic
reinstated. For example, Marylandfor Central Washington UniversiOregon is ranked sixth national-· NAIA national runner up last year. ; cuts because these sports generate inEastern Shore dropped football so
ty's wrestling squad.
ly among NCAA Division 1 schools· C.D. Hoiness [Jr., Longview] : come through gate receipts · and
that they could bring back their varsiThe Wildcats won three of four ' and Oregon State is also ranked in and Greg Hart [Jr., Snoquabnie] j broadcasting rights. That ~eaves "the
ty baseball piOgram. The University·
dual meets last week at Nicholson the Top 20.
are CWU' s only unbeaten! less profitable sports vulnerable to the
of Oregon canceled women's field
hockey so that the school could offer
Pavilion to improve their record to:
"It will be a tough trip, but it. wrestlers. Hoiness is 4-0 at 150 · cutbacks.
4-2. They defeated British Colom- · should also be very rewarding pounds, while Hart is 3-0 at 118.
Athletic directors cite travel exwomen's soccer for the first time.
bia 29-12, Pacific Lutheran 27-16 : because of the calibre of competiBeardsley said Hoiness would . penses'for recruiting anrl scholarshiPSa
Athletic officials say that when
and Western Washington 35-17 and· tion," Central coach Eric Beard- probably drop down to the as,necessary expenses for being com- · deciding on which sports to drop they
lost to Pacific 23-19.
: sley said.
' l~pound weig}Jt division this - petitive. These expenses force athletic ' consider how many students will be
Central travels to Oregon for :
After six duals and three tour- week. Richard Espana [Grand- · · ~ts to make cuts in other affected if the sport is canceled.
College officials hope the loss of
three matches. CWU faces Oregon: naments, Sam Segawa [Sr., view] becomes eligible this ~
parts of their programs.
State in Co~allis Thursday, visits: Japan] is CWU's winningest and the junior transfer fron. '"'°1Observers say in the future the varsity status for some sports will be
Oregon . in Eugene Friday and· wrestler 'with 11 victories in 18 . umbia Basin College will probably trend may be that colleges will overcome by competition on the club
level. Students on club teams are
,.-~----i~-•a1111---==-=111i.--===ii~====-i-=====-li· wrestle at 150 pounds.
specialize in ·certain sports rather than
responsible for running their own
practices, scheduling games and finding their own fundi~
· One probleln with club sports is
that members usually pay a membership fee. Clubs could become the·domain of the financially elite. Another .
problem with clubs is that they de.
CWU ran its NAIA record to M . ed w:ith the defensive effort con- pend on strong leadership. En- .
by defeating Seattle 82-70 in the
sidenng he bas almost a complete- thusiastic leadership is necessary ·or :
opening game of the Puget Sound
ly new team. Only two of the squad the club might die.
·
members - Eli carter (SeaWe) and
Christmas tournament
Vern Adams (Muskegon, Mich.) 'lbe Wildcats came back Tuesday
·
to
band
nationally
ranked
sawsignificantplayingtuneayear
McCullough's Restaurant Present! ,
ago, and Adams missed the tournaPuget Sound its first loss (72-66) of
ment due to academic problems. Continued from pg. 19
~ season after eight victories.
"Music in the Parlor"
Nicholson was also pleased with who won the 200 IM with a 2:24.5 .
UPS came into the tournament
featuring ·
his squad's patience on offense. and the 50 back with a 32.1. ·
ranked third (NCAA Division 2) by
"That is the most patience .we've "Laurie bad a couple of pretty
BASKETBALL WEEKLY and
averaging 107 points per ·game. It exhibited. We beat a heck of a . good swims," Gregson said.
basketball team."
· .Gregson also called attention to
defeated second ranked Central
Central
used
its
patience
to
work
Shanon Tweit's 2:08.4 in the 200
·Friday and-Saturday evenings·· 9:0()-llfOO Mi&wuri
in Monday's semis to ·
the ball inside f9f several easy free. "She swam real well for us."
reach the title game.
information - reservations
shots and hit 13 of 24 second half The final score of the womens'
Central played excellent basket· ·
.
field
goal tries.
· meet was 85-33, again with UBC
ball to defeat the Loggers. It
Fine Food iii Superb Surrounding~ ;
SeaWe
will bring a 3-5 record in- comming
out
on
top.
outscored the Tacoma school lS-S
to
Wednesday's
game.
Two
of
the
When.
asked
about
what
lies
,
ji:iiiii;:::::::::::::::;~· to "We
break out of a 30-30 halftime tie. · losses were the result of forfeits.
ahead,
Gregson
·said,
"Things
will
played _ great defense,"
"'Ibey are a better basketball get better." Next weekend the
CWU coach Dean Nicholson said.
team than we thought," Nicholson Wildcats travel to Pacific
"But we had to because the Loggers execute so well on offense.'' · said of the_Cheiftans after SeaWe Lutheran University, where
played CWU to a standoff after Gregson believes things will be a
. Nicholson was especi:8UY pleasfalling behind by 15 early.
1bit
more
encouraging.
<amfJfLt O;g,$1 News Servirt

Cats face tough road trip ·

CWU upsets nationally •
ranked UPS Loggers

UBC sinks Cats

Bill Bileau guitarist.
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Tennis tealn
begins turnouts

:c

ACROSS
1. Entreaty
5. Wagers
9. Building site
12. Get (wages)
for work
13. Press .clothes
14. Actres.s Gabor
15. A Christmas
carol : 4; wds.
18. Male offspring
19. Juicy fruits
20. Edge
22. Ward o~
24. Narrow road
25. Cut wood
26. City in .
California :
abbr.
28. Hen's pride

_- R

0

by Leroy Cruse

s
s
.w
-o·

The CWU men's tennis team began turnouts on, Jan. 6 at the
Ellensburg Racquet Club, located three miles East of town on the Old
}Vantage Highway.
.
. . This is the first time the team has practiced there since the racquet
club opened a year ago. All practices previous to this time had been held
in the field house.
The team will consist of 6 players, who will travel across the state com...
peting against other colleges and uni~ersities.
·
Returning lettermen will be Juniors Roni Van Horn and Barcley Owen5
and Sophomore Leroy Cruse. The re1J1amcJer of last year's team has not
given any indication whether o~ not they win turn out. One varsity player
from last year's te~m, Andy Hanlon,-was lost to graduation.

R
·D

Even though Wenatchee Vall~y College ~as been dropped for the CWU
schedule, two other schools have been added to the list; Seattle University and Boise State of Idaho. With the addition of these ·two schools the
men's varsity will play about 15 matches.'
'
With three of the six varsity players returning from last year's team .
and all the·new talent that has been turning out for the past week, coach
Everett Irish believes that this year's team will be more solid all arotind
and should improve its record noticeably.
1'

s

29. Cooked in an
oven
30. Mr. Hurok
31. You and I
32. Skier's aids
33. Cease
34. Painful spots
35. Footfalls
36. Fall flower
38. In this place
39. A ·Christmas
carol : 4 wds.
44. Everyone
45. Be dressed in
46. Antlered
animal
47. Fish eggs
48. Matching
groups
49. Small
whirlpool

Kid's :N ight Out
.program e~pands
Kid's Night Out, a F.r iday even-' Night Out will be even more acing c~ld care program which cessible to community children,
began five years ago as a babysit- according to student coordinator
t~g se~ice to Central students . Meg Dorsey.
with children, has evolved into
something really special for kids
"Our riew location; at Lincoln
from the University and communi- ' Element*ry School, should be
ty as well.
more cQnvenient for many
Originally designed to help out parents,": she said, "and our serCWU married students, the pro- vice has peen expanded to include
gram for children five to ten years · child car+ from 6 to 10 p.m.
~f age "went public" last year, Dorsey noted pre-registration is
when the student coordinators · helpful for her staff of six CWU
opened thier doors on campus to students,i most of whom are leisure
services ~or education majors, for
community kids as well.
Beginning Friday, Jan 16, Kid's planning 'e~ch week's session.
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DOWN
1. "Princess's"
vegetable
2. Statute
3. Rubbing out
4. Some person
5. Storage boxes
6. Historic age
7. Male cat
8. Broke
suddenly
9. Lawful
10. Finished
11. Sailors
16. Writing fluid
17 . .Require
20. -up, ,
exploded
.21. Fury
22. Gard'en tools
23. Lambs'
mothers
25. Auction
26. Noose
27. High · ·
mountains
29. Gets on loan ·
30. Manned the
wheel
32. Writer of
verse
- 33. Walked with
long steps
34. Fashion
35. Stitch
36. Slightly open
37. Alone
38. Word on a
towel
40. Golf mound .
41. Sombrero or
sunbonnet
42. Conducted
43. Thirsty

Dream
::Plight saarS oVer E~lensburg
.
.

.

..

'

·through the complete range of. ; Dream Flight fee~ th~ir CWU per- than · comp iments the musical
"We never stress"the negative;
by Matt McGillen
human emotions "said Joe Koreis . , formance was.their fmest to date. philosophy cf the group.
we really want our music tO be
one of Dream Flight's two lead . "Ellensburg i~ t~ ·pest perforRefreshin ;ly devoid of the u~mal ! upbeat and leave the audience feel. guitarists. :
mance we've ever done," said sex-and;..drµgs lyrics most com- ing good,' said Koreis, who along
Just :x few days before most of us
Moving ~ almost effortlessly D~ea~ Fligh~'~ . other. lead monly found in rock and roll, with the rest of the group takes
went home for the holiday~, " a through a fast-paced 90-minute gwtarist, ,Don Qerry.
DreamFlight'smusicisconscious- private vocal lessons at Yakima
minor event for what will surely show of .original compositions, ·:.,. "I thought it was exceptionaL· I '. ly designed to ·edify and uplift the 'V~~Afeyt Cotllhegte. ,
. b k. .
become a major miisical ·group complete ·with massive -Overhead' . thought it was very comfortable. listener.
er · ~- 'we re go~g ac .m. took place in the CWU Sub lighting and fog machine, the ·five- " Things j~t sort ..9f feU into place,"
. To some performers, a big crowd to the stu~?' t~en we ~e heading
allroom.
- man band nearly lifted the roof off . said Gibson: a former Los ~geles i~ ~ecessary to feed their for Se~tt1e, said Korei~. In ~ase
,
· the center.;of-campus building..
- resident ancl the,. only member of _. sometimes as large egos. Such is you miss~~ th~m tl~e first tune,
.,A&
·
D
E]"l ght pl ,.. l.n
ba k
Before perhaps only a 100 or so
· ."It was one-·of the ·funnest con- the band who doesn't hail from not the case for Dream , F-I'i·gi:i·
ream ~ 1.. ~ . ~~~ It' come c
11t ·,
spellbound rockers, Yakinia's own
,
to CWU th
gf
t
. which has played in front of as
m e sprm. or a re urn
energetic progessive rock and roll · certs we've done," said bass . Yaki-Veg~s. , . - .
· · player Crafg McLaughlin·, '~It was
Beg·un in 1977 as the dream of many as 2 000 people or as little· as: ~~n.gagement, f~~ ;~ch. ..~eY.~ V~ ·
band, Dream Fli~ht, brpught · i_ts
·
1
'
ffilSe a hard to-unagme nn · d
show to Central. ·
-very relaxed.l' , .
· · •~ i:::. Derry and Koreis, the "Flight" has 50 hardcore rockers.
prove
Flying publicly . for only · the ·· -undergone ; sev:eral chcmges, in''Small crowds are more fun,'' ! perfof!D~Ce. ..., . £-.: ~
A show that can't help but effect eighth time, including it~ m~)or :· cfuding a name change (They were said Koreis. "It's much easier .to . "We'd qke to thank t~ people of
the listener.
·
shakedown cruise in Yakima's own formerly known as . Destiny) and communicate with them. Yo~ get a Elf~sbilrg, ~d ~e'll ·_do ah even
"We try to take the audie~~e
Capitol '-';he~~re, ~lie mem_bers :of . the addition pf Gibson who more lot closer to the audience." . ~-- .. __ J ~~~~Jri_~11:e~ :~~~'.~:8!1i~--1l~·1p'·
1
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,MILKS
l_~O GOOD

COMPARE
OUR MILK PRICES .
2 % 1h Ga·l Ion as~
Gra·ct.e A :112 Gal.Ion 81 ~ :
Pasteuri~ed/Homogenized
1

Whole 112 Gallon

Open
· i

lpm-/pm
·Mon-Sat

located

J~st

8 Blocks West Of Nicholson Pavilion

411 ·w. 1&tr. •• 121-1121 or-......, thru Saturday 1 , ....-7 ~··

aset
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Cenir~line
Summer Eniployment

Pafe 22

Holiday Thefts
Down

Be a volunteer member for
the Subarea Advisory 'C~uncil

Oregon Caves Chateau is offering summer work available June 12th until Sept. 16.
The positions available include cave tours, lodging, food services, gift · The Kittitas County Subarea Advisory Council to the Central "There was really very little
! Washington Health Plannirig Board os soliciting volunteer members for trouble with thefts or anything else, ,
·
shop and child care.
. An int~rview date is set for Friday, Jan. 23, from 9-4 p.m. If interested, participation in the health planning process. The Council's annual during the last Christmas/New
sign uo m the Student Employment Office, Barge Hall 205. Applications membership meeting will be Jan. 20, 1981, 7 p.m. at the Kittitas County years break,'' said Campus Police
Courthouse, Main and 5th St., Room 110. Ellensburg. The public is en- Chief Al Teeples.
· are also available there.
couraged to attend and participate. For further information contact Cen- , During the first few days of
tral Washington Health Systems Agency, 507 Nanum, Ellensburg, or break, 12 windows were discovered
phone (509) 925-1491.
1to have been left open in student
Have you ever wanted a fuller more meaningful relationship with the
residences after the latter had leftHol!? Gui~ed Im~gery. directed by the stories in the Bible is one way to
-and on ground noors at that!
achieve this relat10nship. Guided Imagery has been a fonn pf spiritual
·
The Chief also added that "there
Persons-tnterested in forming and joining a gay students support group was actually far less trouble dur~rowth fo~ centuries. T~ay the health sciences are encouraging relaxation and biofeedback. Gwded Imagery has been using these approaches should contact Dr. Don Wise at the CWU Counseling Center, 963-1391. The ing this last ChriStmas break than
o~ "w/holistic health" for many years. Modern psychology of religion as atmosphere of the group will be non-threatening and completely con- in many preceeding ones.''
pi~neered by Carl Jung has also encouraged the use of guided imagery to fidential.
He attributes this lessening to
brmg one closer to the Holy within you.
the extra effort put forth by Cam- "
January 21, 28 and February 4: The films about the life and work of
..
.
pus Police in general to keep closer
Carl Jung will be shown.
~x~ellent opportunities to earn money while you learn practical ap- ' watch during the last break.
'
Each of these evenings and the Wednesday-nenings following will in- plicatio~ for your maj~r- field are available through the Cooperative j
Education and I~ternshi~s Prog~am. Credit is awarded for what you ·:
clude time for guided imagery and reflection. .
The book Opening to God by the Rev. Dr. Carolyn Stahl will be used and learn. Studen~ m all fields, liberal arts, science, social services,
technology, busmess, whatever, may participate.
copies for purchase will be available.
·
. Opening~ are av~ilable t?roughout the state in all kinds of organizaPlace: Center for Campus Ministry, 10th and Alder (by Dairy Queen).
tions~ public and private. Fmd out about this program at the orientation
925-3196.
meetmg on Tuesday' January 27 in the SUB Room 204-205 from 3-4 p m
C
WFOR SAdLE
h .b
(Previous!
. had to be rescheduled to this
· · . Ford
anopy.
as usebe used
on s on
ortox
r
J•
.
Y announceddate for t his meetmg
pickup. Could
stantime). Come, bring your friends.
dard size pickup. A-1 condition, two

Guided Imagery ·

S upport Gay Stud ents

/

Money Opportunities

Classified Ads

Ap1nlz·catl•OnS +-or
R esi·dence .n.a
rr ll St ff .
a ..
·
hall
il bl f

interior lights. storage compartment•
insu.lated. Was camper for small
Try
farmly. Good as new. $450. Phone:
a new experience - float the Yakima in the winter-time. Saturday, , 962-9405.
r
4

;Winter-Time
River Float
.

.
Applicat ions ~re now ava a e or ~esidence . s~ff pos1~~ns for the
1 -----------1981-82 academic year. Any student mterested m bemg a Livmg Group Jan. 17, outdoors programs will once again be out on the river.
~dvisor (LG~) or a B~~g Manager~ encouraged to apply. ApplicaMeet at Hertz p~rk~g lot at 10 a.m. and return at 4 p.m. The cost is
Wanted to Rent
.
1
tions c!an be picked up m either the Housmg Off, Room 102 of Barge Hall, $4.50. Transportation IS provided. Dress· Warm!
Garage space for Datsun 510 near
or in the Residence Living Office in the Student Health Center building. , Pr~registration in the games room at the SUB. Sponsored b u .
._ Walnut North. Please call 962-6383.
. soon so the appIication
. deadline IS
. only a . t Y R ecreat•ion.
Y mvers1
. process begms
The seIect ion
111
short time away on Jan. 19th.
Successful applicants must be full time students must possess an
Horse b~a~dmg, stalls, pad~~ks.
'
, Meeting will be · J
posture, riding lessons, trammg ,•>
overall GPA of 2.0 or better, and must be able to demonstrate a concern 1
•
s
. m anuary for ALL students planning on September ,close to C.W.U. Meadow VieV.: "
for others, and potential for acquisition of peer counseling and com- Experience (Optio~ A), Phase one, Option C, or Student Teaching during Stables. 925-3738
munication skills.
.
the l~l-82 academic year. All application forms will be distributed at the · .
.
~eetmgs. Instructions for filling out the forms will be given. This is the\ OVERSEAS JOBS-Summer/ye!1I
.lriagiC 0
tune to get all your questions answered regarding plac
ts d dat
ro~nd Eur~pe, S. Amer., Austraha,
. ..
.
.
.
emen , ue
es, :1 Asia. All Fields $500·$1200 monthly,
pnon~1es
etc.
H
you
expect
a
field
experience
m
the
fall
of
1981,
or
winter
1 expenses paid. Sightseeing. Free In·
Stunning, spectacular,' extraordinary-are just a few of the adjectives
or spnng of.1982, you MUST attend ONE of the meetings.
- formation, write IJC Box -52-WA3,
that revie•::::ers have used to describe "The Magic of Dance" movie series
The meetings will be in the SUB Theater as follows:
Corona Del Mar, CA 92625.
showing a ~ the Ellensburg Public Library. Co-sponsored by CWU's OrJan.
21,
1981,
9-11
a.m.
chesis, the Public Library and the Ellensburg Youth Ballet, the films will
Cash for handguns, rifles, shotguns
Jan. 22, 1981, 3-5 p.m.
be viewed at 7:45 p.m. on each Monday evening through February 16th.
Call William, evenings at 925-5937.
Jan. 23, 1981, 1-3 p.m.
The prc>grams look at the art fonn through the eyes of Dame Margot Fon- 1

F le
• ld E Xperzence
•
•
1u.eet zng

...... . f

.

D '8.n: ce

teyn, who has been called the world's most famous prima ballerina. A Student-Conducted Workshop: "How To Research and Write a Tenn
BBC and Time-Life series, "The Magic of Dance" has been made possi- P aper " will be presented Thurs., Jan. 22, 3-5 p.m. in Rm. 105, SHSM.
~le by a grant from the Washington State Arts Commission.
Sponsored by Phi Alpha Theta and the history department.
I

·

·

·

Toga Dance .

A "Toga Dance" will be sponsored by Kennedy Hall on Jan. 24 from g..1.
Admission is 50 cents.

-Spring F~nancial Aid

The Feminist Women 's Health
Center provides abortions and free
pregnancy screening. For further information or appointment call fj
575-6422.

Career InteMJiews

The -Children's Country Learnin~
Center has openings in the afternoon
The following firms will have representatives at the Career Planning & 1 session, 1-3 p.m., for 4 & 5 year olds.
Placement Center to interview interested candidates. Sign-up schedules , Call 925-4521.

are posted one week, to the day, before the arrival of the interviewers on ·1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Students receiving financial aid spring quarter, who will be off- campus.
Wanted: Women's basketball team.
campus, must make arrangements with the Financial Aid Office, Barge: Jan. 1g..22 U.S. Marine Corps-Marine Officer Program, information; City Women's league seeks to form
one additional team to form lea~e.
209 by March 18, 1981, and must provide verification of the off-campus : table in SUB.
'. Here is your chance for some serious
basketball.
pr~gram and an off-campus address where checks are to be mailed.
*Jan. 27-28 Weyerhaeuser Company, Tacoma, Washington-Accounting-I
Ellensburg Recreation Dept.
Controller Division, Technology - Summer 1981 Internships.
.
962-9863 Ext. 241
*The Weyerhaeuser Company desires to interview juniors
the
If this is your last quarter at Central and you have recieved a National Technology Program for Summer 1981 Internships. Sign up for these
College students need money!
Direct Student Loan, you must make an appointment for an exit inter- interviews-starting Jan. 20. There is requirement for a completed apSell nutritional supplements and
j dehydrated
view. Call the Office of Student Accounts, 963-3546, or go to the second plication fonn, social security no., and resume'.
foods. Remember too,
medical research has shown that a
floor of Mitchell Hall.

-

.Exit interviews

Financial Aid Help .

in

Written Test Abolished

balanced diet can help your school
performance.
For information call 785·4530.

The Office of Personnel Management has abolished the written test re- ,
quirements
for clerical summer jobs. Job Announcement 414 provides!
Students having difficulty in completing financial aid applications are
data
on
where,
when and how to apply for the positiorui.-you may,get a · IMPROVE YOUR GRADES!
encouraged to visit the Financial Aid Office, 209 Barge Hall. Counselors
copy fo this announcement and the supplement ~t Career Pl~g & Research catalog-306 pages-10,278
are available to answer gf . ·. al q· .t ions students may have on financial Placement Center.
·
descriptive listings-Rush $1 (refundable). B(}x 25097C, Los Angeles,
aid and will assist studen1· in m:. .J ou~ the financial aid applications.

Applications ·now available

90025. (213) 477-8226.

. Federal Employme~t

_:____ _ _..:.:...__ _ _ _ _ _ _ - -- ' 1

I

Students interested in federal employment ·should note the following \
dates:
•
Filing of Applications:
·- ·.Jan.19_to -Fe~.13 ·
Testing:
·
March 7 to May 2
Applications are available at Career · Planning & Placemehi Cent~.r Barge 105.
··~.

/ill do sewing, mending, alterations. ~·

Applications for financial for 1981-82 are avaiJ able in -the , Office of
.~asonable rates. 925-4924 evenings. ·
Financial Counseling and Financial Aid, Barge Hall 209. Students whoI I l·I ~. ~ •
are applying for financial aid at Central for 1981-82 must complete the
FORSALE
Mobile Home, Nashua, Westport, 2
Financial Ai.d F onn and the Central application fonn. Deadline date.fQr
bedroom, 12' by 60', fully furnished,
submission is March 15, 1981. ~a.pplications received after March 15th"fi:ll
.housekeeping necessities included. ,
receive full consideration but awards to late applicants will depend solely
Call 925-2901.
·
on availability of funds after awards have been made to "on time" apELECTRoLYsis
"'
plicants. Undergra daate students are, also, required to apply for Basic
All 1980-1981 graduates should establish credential files as soon as I Pe~manl'.nt removal o.f u~wanted
Educational Opportunity Grants. The Basic Grant application is included
·
·
··· ·
·. ·
·
d ·
·d -· · k hair. Private and conf1dent1al. For
on the College Scholarship Financial Aid Form.
possible. The credential file contams personal, aca emic, an .· wor - more . information call Midge
related experience .infonnation about you, ~ng with:recorr..mendations. f ~~~n~ey. _ 92H353_: · ·
. _.
A copy o.f the credential file is required by school districts as part of. the IBuy o.r sell with classified
A Job Search Workshop will be pre~ented during Winter Qua~er. · application -process. If you have not established your file, · check with : ads. Ollly $1 for 10 ,words
March graduates, as well as graduate students, are eri~ourage~to attend. Career .P lanning & Placement Center, Barge 105. Office hours: ·8-12 & 1-5. rand 5 cents for eacb addi·
The workshop will be held Thurs., Jan.15, 3-4 p.m. in Rm.105, SHSM. In- Note: Spring Quarter grads, student teaching during Spring Quarter,\ tional word. Cash with
terviewing : Discussion and Film.
··
should set up credential file before leaving campus. · ·
copy.
I

.~stablish · Credential File .

-. Job Search Workshop

_

1

-

.~
c'

January 15, 1981
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WE DELIVER
925-1111

925-2222

5:00 P.M.

2:00 . A.M. DAILY

STARTS FRIDAY:

!!NE

!!

LUNCHEON
SPECIAL
Slice of Pizza
&

Salad Bar

HOLIDAY

~

FINALS

•

HARDCORE

OCTOBER
t
W
T

M

J
l
6
1 8
10
12 13 14 ll
17
19 lO 2 I 1l 23 l •
l6 11 28 19 30 ) I

•
11
•
25

'-

...

10·· 12"

~

912-1133
sHERIFF
t2H851
CRISIS LINE
125-4118

2.55 3.90 5.35 7.10

Cheue

M

T

)

•

5

f

W

l

6

'

8

9

5
10 1 1 11

1)

I•

IS

3 Item Combo

16

\l

18

!9 20

) I

))

,,

1•

25 20 11 1t 'J9

or Vegie

S

Ni.

1 or 2 Items

I

2

OE CE M8ER
J
w
T

HOSPITAL

982-1141
HEALTH CENTER
913-1181
REGISTRAR
913-1121
TRANSCftltTS

4 - 5 Items
S

f

l
I>
1
8 • • • • ll
•• ,, 16 11 18 19 10
2 I 11 23 14 ) S 26 27
28 29 JO 31
.

I

)

)

•

JANUAR Y
~

M

•

5

T

W

6
I I 11 I J
18 I 0 l O
ll l 6 11

7

T

l
8

HW518
PLACEllENT
113-1121
LIBRARY

Peppemni • Sausage • Mushrooms • Black OINm

f

5

1
9

3
10

"
15 I b 17
2 I 12 1) •
28 l 9 30 ) l

913-1121
PRODUCTION LAB
HS-1142

Canadian /lllcon • G,..,; Peppel'S • OniQm
PinNpple • Fl'8Sh To,,,.tolJS • Shrimp

FINANCIAL Al>S

H:S-1111
HOUSING
IU-1131

HINTS ON ORDERING PIZZAS
FEBR U ARY

~~' -~
1

8

.s

2
J
•
6
,
9 10 II 12 I) P4
18 19 1 c; ll
ll l4 ]} 16 l7 18

11 10 11
2l

MARCH
S

M

;

•
s 6 7
9 10 II 12 l) l•
16 • • • • 21

T

l

8
ll

W

S

f

f

3

12 2> l• lS 16 27 28
l9 30 31

Choose your ingredients for your PIZZA. And you may order -your
PIZZA with different ingredients on eech helf. Find the appropriate size
according to your groups' appetite.

1r

8'' Pizza serves 1 person
10" Pizza serves 1·2 persons
12" Pizza serves 2-3 persons
14" Pizza serves 3-4 pertOnl

COUNSELING

IU-1391
DEAN OF STU. DEV.
IU-1515
NICHOLSON PAY.
IU-1911

Piiu .... 4-1

pwsons
Pim ..,... 5-7 pmons

Super
24" PilU ..,,,.. 7.9 penons

ADlltSSIONS

The most popular pizza is the "COMBO:" Pepperoni, Sausage.
Mushrooms and Black OliYes.
You may also order with ••exrr. ..

IU-1211

of any item you ChooS#!.

APRIL
M

f

T

W

S

f

I
2 )
4
5 0 7 8 Q 10 11
I 2 1 ) 14 IS 16 17 18
19 10 21 1; )) l• 25
io 21 2a 19 30
-·

Please allow · 30 .minutes for your Custom Pizza
20 minutes for Grinders

salads

MILK

....

A VISIT TO TllE SAlAO 8All. ..

Coke

.SSuwl

M/Jo.Y

S

M

T

W

'

s

6

T

J
10
17

1
9

8

1

1 11 12 1) 11
18 19 20 )I

.. ,. l'

S

f

15 l6
)) ))

26 l7 21 29 •

llEOULAll

1
"

T

W

I

2

3

"°"'

Mr. Ptbll

c:hoce
. wmt llEAl

T

'

f

S,

S

6

8 • • • • I)
ll 16 11 18 19 70 .

11 12 23 1• .2S 16 21
18 19 30

THERE. WILL BE A
$ 5 00 CHARGE ON
ALL CHECKS
RETURNED

Or.ige
Freac;a
~
Grape

.ss ......

~- Pllb
Sprite
Diet Root Beer
Hewaiien Punch

-GRINDERS
Flout Beef or Vegle

Canadian Bacon

01

A Hot Sandwich of Your Choice
Baked and Garnished with Cheese, Pickles,
Tomatoes and Onions. Served with Potato Chips.

SMALL
$1.95

MEDIUM
$2.95

LARGE
$3.75

. ,.ia lit·

~"- ~

HARDCORES

'q

MENU

Wine

Beer

All NlW SELECTIONS I
C.LAU

1

CHA TEAU SH MICHELLE

41

CHAlEAU ~ H: MICHELL(
SlMlllON BLANC

JOH.ANN IS8Etl'C

..,~ IOTTU

IOTTU

ONTA~ .

05

HEIDUIUG • SCHLITZ
SCHLITZ MALT llQUOl IUll

2. 75

ll(Sl lNC

Jan. 24th ·6a.m. -10 a.m

S

CHENIN BLANC

S

1.00

MOUTON (AOET

•O

-O NLY 10 MORE
DAYS

2.55

S.H

OAL

SIU.

S2Ml

1.75

7. 10

BOTTLES AND CANS

HOUSE OF ROTHSOHLO
BORDEAUX

OS

EMtllAVINI

LA.MUUSCO

•2

.75

RIUNITE

d

uo

uo

LAMIRUSCO

WE OELIVER
925-1111
925-2222

PfTCl"ff."

80

HOUSE OF ROfHSCHllO

l8

TI

.JN'4!190.. )

CHA ltAU STE Ml(HElL(

37

..

2.55
9CHOONe:ft

HARDCORE
HAPPY HOUR #36
It 'II Blow Your Mind

.50

Tllb
Root Beer

Gr

Root.,._

.15
$1 .35
tooe..,..ltwOUl)t>I

JUNE
""

"" !he .... ol

Cens Of:
Coke
Quench

.45 .........

Sprite

e__,cloy - heYe dtf!arenl ol-IOS&r'l9y<>uOSllyot11hoSI

~ SUPER SATURDAY .
~

CITY POLICE

,... , .....

r

'

CAMPUS POLICE
913-2151

NOVEMBER
S,

S

THE SLICE OF PIZZA
IS A NEW CREATION
DIFFERENT FR·OM
PIZZA MIA PIZZAS
TRY ONE. SOON

\'

PIZZAS

..

I

l l a.m. - 2 p.m.

\;! ·~ii

S

f

1
9
16

I

S

$1.95

•

llUNITE
BIANCO

69
70

IMPORTS
CAAl..SEIEAG LIGHT

CAAl..SEIERtl DARK 11 .00

BEER TO 001
(COMPARE OUR F'AtCES TO STORE F'RICES)

AMllASSADOt

t2.50

CAIUtNtT SAUVIGNON

8·F'ACK
HALF CASE $4.76

AMIASSADOt

WATCH FOR WEEKLY
SPECIALS ON CASES TO GO FOR

FRENCH COlOMIAltO

97

.as

HEIOELBEAG
SCHUTZ
SCHUTZ LIGHT
OlD MILWAUKEE
TUBOAG
COLT 45
SCHUTZ BULL
COLUMBIA
ERLANGER
TUBOAG D/Jo.RK

3.25

FULL CASE tt.25

t7.75

TEUTONIA

• .DO

llHFRA.MILCM

OTHHWINES
CHAIUS PINI< CHABLIS VIN ROSE
IUltGUNOY LOGANIUlt't'

Beverages
COFFEE

35

MILK

COKE
SPRITE
MA PIBB
SMAL.U .35
MEDIUM •S

40

ROOTBEER
LARGE .55

PER GLASS .90
CANS OF POP

l~EGS

Ttt Gtt I

COt<E

QUENCH

FRESCA

GRAPE

TAB

50

ORANGE

AOOTBEER

STRAWBERRY •

SPRl'TE

OEl ROOT BE ER

i-+.t.WAllAM P l INCM

ERVIDEOGAMES!!!

*'ASTEROIDS *SPACE ENCOUNTERS*
SPACE INVADERS · * ASTRO FIGHTERS
EEEEEEEEFEEEEEFEEEEEEE~
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